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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Limited mobility affects a lot of people, including those who have recently had surgery or 

major trauma, the geriatric population, and people with disabilities. Many people with limited 

mobility cannot reposition themselves in bed, which can lead to pressure ulcers. Pressure ulcers 

are caused by unrelieved pressure and are difficult to treat. To prevent pressure ulcers, a patient 

must be repositioned every two hours. However, currently, there is no way to reposition a patient 

without significant injury risk to the caregiver. Healthcare providers experience a high frequency 

of lower back pain and injury caused by moving patients. 

The objective of this research was to create and validate a contact model that successfully 

characterizes the mechanical behavior of a mattress to be used in further studies related to human 

rolling. Currently, no model of human rolling involves contact with a mattress. Data were collected 

from drop tests and horizontal pull tests of a bowling ball on a memory foam mattress and MTS 

machine tests of a portion of a memory foam mattress in order to characterize the contact properties 

of the model. A model of a ball on a tilting mattress was created in an open-source musculoskeletal 

modeling program called OpenSim. A similar experimental test was conducted with a mattress 

and a bowling ball to test the validity of the computer model simulation. The simulation result was 

inconsistent with the real-life trials because the ball fell through the mattress. More work is needed 

to create a functioning model. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Literature Review 

1.1.1 Human Rolling 

Adult rolling has been a constant topic of interest mainly due to its ties to pressure ulcer 

formation. Studies started to be published in the late 1980s and have grown in number over the 

decades. Research on rolling tends to focus on three main objectives: to describe the rolling 

motion, to research a disability on the effect of rolling, and to explore techniques to minimize the 

effort of rolling. 

The rolling motion can be described by categorizing the movement in three parts: upper 

extremity movement, head and trunk movement, and lower extremity movement [1]. In 36 

subjects, 32 different combinations of these categories were identified by observing how the 

subjects rolled on a mat from their back toward their left onto their stomach as quickly as possible. 

Of these 32 combinations, 8 were seen only once, whereas four of the 32 combinations were 

witnessed in over 10% of the trials. Of those four, three of them only differed in the lower extremity 

motion. These three trials shared the following motions: 1) upper extremity motion of the right 

arm being lifted off the mat while the hand was brought up above shoulder level and the head and 

2) trunk motion of the right shoulder girdle leading the trunk to side lying. The study concluded 

that there is great variability in movement patterns that can be used to roll. Lastly, the authors 

suggested that the sequences of movement pattern development for each body region would not 

be seen in all individuals but may represent a common order of development demonstrated by most 

individuals. 
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Kinematic variables can also be used to describe the mechanism of rolling. Ten healthy 

young adults participated and were told to roll from supine to left side-lying by pressing the floor 

with their right foot with their arms crossed with minimal movement of the neck, trunk, and arms 

[2]. The hip abduction-adduction angle was neutral (90 degrees) and approximately constant; 

however, the hip rotation angle was neutral or slightly internally rotated at the beginning of the 

motion and externally rotated linearly toward the end of the rolling motion. The kinetic analysis 

indicated that these motions were mechanically the most effective to perform the motion. 

Electromyography (EMG), electrical activity of muscles, can also be used to describe 

motion. To determine the pattern and magnitude of trunk muscles used in axial rotation, EMG was 

collected with electrodes on the external oblique, internal oblique, rectus abdominis, pectoralis 

major, latissimus dorsi, erector spinae at the T10, and erector spinae at the L3 muscles bilaterally 

of fifty healthy subjects [3]. The device used to study axial rotation is called the Axial Rotation 

Tester (AROT) which allows subjects to rotate their upper body while seated upright. It is 

specifically designed for this application with minimal movement in the hips and torso while not 

restricting the shoulder. The results indicated that the female subjects generated 65% of the torque, 

a twisting force that tends to cause rotation, of male subjects. Additionally, the magnitude 

contribution of the muscles and the slope of the rise of the EMG were significantly different 

depending on the direction. 

In order to investigate the rolling activity of patients with disabilities, a device which 

continuously monitored axial rotation, or rolling activity, of a patient (lying down/sleeping) was 

tested on patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease and their spouses in their homes [4]. It was 

found that the parkinsonian patients changed their position in bed less frequently than their 

spouses, but that this difference became smaller when the age of the spouse was equal to or greater 
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than that of the patient. Also, the total angular displacements of the spouses were four times 

greater. 

The role of the superficial frontal trunk and major extremity muscles during side-lying 

rolling from a supine position in healthy subjects and post-stroke hemiparetic patients was studied 

[5]. EMG was collected bilaterally on the sternocleidomastoid, pectoralis major, external oblique, 

and rectus femoris. Subjects were tested lying in a supine position on a couch with one pillow 

under their head and rolled sideways when prompted. The findings suggested that the combination 

of frontal trunk (external oblique) and proximal extremity muscle (pectoralis major and rectus 

femoris) weakness contributes to the inability to roll. Also, there is a domino effect. When rolling 

toward the paretic side, delayed and insufficient activity of the paretic pectoralis major activity 

may hinder the ability to stabilize the stable body side, the paretic side in this case. This hindered 

ability to stabilize may lead to decreased trunk stability, which then may reduce the ability to move 

the upper and lower limb of the mobile side, the non-paretic side, efficiently. 

Many researchers have attempted to make rolling easier for people with disabilities. In one 

study, EMG was collected from healthy subjects in order to develop Functional Electrical 

Stimulation (FES), a method to generate body movements by stimulating nerves with low energy 

electrical pulses which activates weakened or paralyzed muscles, to enable a person with paralysis 

to voluntarily roll over [6]. The subjects laid on their back in the supine position and raised their 

right knee by flexing their right knee joint and right hip, then the subjects performed internal 

rotation of the right hip joint, flexion of the right elbow, and abduction of the shoulder girdle to 

roll to the prone position. The 14 muscles studied were the right tibialis anterior, right 

gastrocnemius, right quadriceps, right hamstring, right adductor magnus, right obliquus externus 

abdominis, left obliquus externus abdominis, right biceps, right pectoralis major, right gluteus 
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maximus, left gluteus maximus, right erector spinae, left erector spinae, and right gluteus medius. 

The conclusion was that surface electrode EMG is not useful enough to stimulate FES for the 

rolling motion since it only provides information on superficial muscles. The authors suggested 

that percutaneous electrodes may be necessary. 

A rolling air cushion bed, designed to automatically turn bedridden patients every 15 

minutes between the supine position and left and right lateral positions, was tested on nursing 

home patients in Japan [7]. The severity of decubitus is described with grades 1 through 4 where 

4 is the most severe (described in detail in section 1.2). The average grade of decubitus improved 

from 2.8 to 2.0 on the rolling air cushion bed; conversely, it worsened from 3.0 to 3.2 on the 

conventional bed with turning every 2 hours. The size of the decubitus was not significantly 

different. There were too few subjects to achieve statistical conclusion; however, these findings 

imply that the rolling cushion air bed is beneficial in decreasing the severity of decubitus. 

Overall, there has been a wide range of studies that involve adult rolling. Studies have even 

been done on the disabled population. There is also an abundance of literature on caretaker injuries 

related to patient repositioning that could more than double this section. While there have been 

studies analyzing the effectiveness of the motions, nothing has been done to investigate 

minimizing the motions. This literature review demonstrated that additional research involving 

mattress contact modeling would be useful and is the basis of this thesis. 

1.1.2 Contact Modeling 

 Contact models fall into three major categories: analytical models, elastic foundation 

models, and finite element models [8]. In this section, each category will be defined, adaptations 

discussed, and relevant applications described. 
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1.1.2a Analytical Models 

Analytical models are based on governing equations and are only as exact as the 

simplifications that are made [8]. The Hertz model and any models derived from it fall into this 

category. The Hertz contact theory makes two assumptions: 1) the contact is on a frictionless 

surface and 2) the solids are both perfectly elastic. Therefore, the theory of elasticity is used to 

derive the Hertz law [9]. The Hertz law is shown in equation (1.1), where 𝐹𝑁 is the contact force, 

K is the generalized stiffness parameter (dependent on material properties and contact surface 

shape), 𝛿 is the relative penetration, and n is a fitting parameter [9-11].  

𝐹𝑁 = 𝐾𝛿𝑛      (1.1) 

Over the years, many researchers have extended or further optimized the Hertz law [12-

16]. In 1975, Hunt and Crossley published their creation of the Hunt-Crossley model, an adaptation 

of the Hertz model [16]. They disagreed with the Kelvin-Voigt model (see section 1.1.3) because 

it implies bodies apply tension to each other just before they separate, which was resolved by 

introducing a damping term 𝜆𝑥𝑛�̇� where n=3/2 for a sphere impacting a plate, given by Hertz. 

One well-known model addressing the issue that the Hertz theory does not include energy 

dissipation during contact is the Lankarani-Nikravesh model, published in 1990 [15]. The authors 

utilized the general trend of the Hertz contact force model but included a hysteresis damping 

function to account for energy dissipation. The parameters of the model are based on geometry, 

material properties, and the coefficient of restitution. According to the authors, the model 

successfully provides the means for performing continuous analysis with either multibody systems 

of equations of motion or the single relative indentation equation of motion. 

Porsa, Lin, and Pandy utilized the Hertzian contact force and the Hunt-Crossley damping 

force in an OpenSim model application published in 2016 [17]. Eight spheres (modeling the 
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bottom of the foot) had a normal contact force, which was found by summing the Hertzian contact 

force and a Hunt-Crossley damping force. Stiffness and damping coefficients were found by 

solving optimization problems that reproduced experimentally measured vertical ground reaction 

forces during walking and running. This model was chosen because it was intended to capture all 

possible movements of the foot across many speeds.  

1.1.2b Elastic Foundation Models 

When the assumption that contact occurs at a single point is no longer valid, the elastic 

foundation models (EFMs) may be considered. The elastic foundation approach, also known as 

the “bed of springs” approach, models contact between objects with more complex geometries and 

when the contact area is large while remaining computationally efficient [9]. EFMs simulate 

contact by treating the solids as a deformable layer made up of springs that only move in the normal 

direction over a rigid base [8]. SIMM (MusculoGraphics, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA) uses a method like 

the elastic foundation approach in its dynamic simulations, called spring floor, which involves 

applying a nonlinear spring force when a segment passes below the “floor” [18]. This feature is 

customizable by changing parameters. OpenSim also has an elastic foundation algorithm. 

 The elastic foundation approach has been used in a variety of ways by researchers. In 2003, 

Fregly, Bei, and Sylvester used it to predict contact pressures between three-dimensional surfaces 

in knee replacements using a commercially-available multibody dynamics software program 

called Pro/MECHANICA MOTION (Parametric Technology Corporation, Waltham, MA) [19]. 

The software works by modeling a “bed of springs” scattered over the surfaces of the contacting 

bodies to push them apart. Each spring is assumed independent of its neighbors to eliminate the 

integral nature of contact problems, simplifying the analysis. For the experimenters’ specific 

model, the springs were uniformly distributed over contact surfaces and the number of elements 
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was adjusted manually so that approximately 100 springs were always “active” on each contact 

surface at the final static position. Given the known values for the deflection at any instant, the 

pressure for each spring was calculated. The average pressure was calculated by averaging all non-

zero pressures. This model provides an idea of what pressures may be present in a knee 

replacement. 

The elastic foundation model has also been adapted over the years. One example of this is 

the polygon contact model (PCM), published by Ebrahimi, Hippman, and Eberhard in 2005 [20]. 

The method utilized in the PCM is based on the penalty approach and uses spring-damper elements 

for contact force computation. 

1.1.2c Finite Element Models 

The most complicated and time-intensive models are finite element models (FEMs), but 

they provide the most information. In the finite element method, the body of matter is represented 

as very small elements [21]. The elements interact at known points called nodes and equations of 

equilibrium are performed in a step-by-step method until a solution or solutions are reached [21]. 

Since the governing equations are performed on each finite element, this method provides the most 

accurate outputs, but at a cost of computational intensity and time. The finite element method is 

very complex and is the topic of many books (for example, [21]). COMSOL Multiphysics 

(COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA) uses this technique in its software. Due to the customizability 

of this method, FEMs can be applied to an innumerable number of topics. Modified FEMs can cut 

down on computational time while remaining very accurate [8, 20]. 

In 2000, Diekmann et al. developed a contact formulation for use in a 2D dynamic FEM 

simulation [22]. It works for arbitrary geometries including holes, fragmentation problems with 

newly generated surfaces and sharp corners, curved bodies with smooth surfaces in contact, 
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combinations of smooth and non-smooth bodies, self-penetration of bodies, and partially or 

completely fixed boundaries. However, the authors recommend it primarily for 2D finite element 

applications with several moving bodies and non-predictable contact events due to fragmentation. 

In 2002, Ragan et al. used the finite element method to investigate the effect of wheelchair 

cushion thickness on subcutaneous pressure [23]. They initially designed the model to be 3D but 

due to the complexity, chose to simplify it to a symmetric 2D model that was linearly elastic. 

Chen et al. aimed to improve the FEM for wheelchair seated patients in a study published 

in 2019 [24]. The finite elements were created using a meshing program (HyperMesh), 

transforming a CAD model of the buttocks and legs into 10 node tetrahedral elements, 10 mm in 

size. Boundary conditions were applied to the femur, two cut planes at the proximal and distal 

thigh, and three testing areas. The three testing areas were 50 mm X 50 mm areas at proximal, 

middle, and distal locations on the posterior side of the thigh. Recorded subject-specific 

compression forces were applied to one testing area at a time in 20 evenly spaced steps from 0 to 

the maximum value. Displacement values were recorded and compared statistically to see which 

choices affected the calculated material properties of the thigh tissues. The location on the thigh 

had a significant effect on its material parameters. Specifically, the results implied that the tissues 

become less stiff distally from the buttocks, which was expected [25]. 

1.1.2d Comparison of Models 

With all the models available varying in computation time, accuracy, parameters, etc., 

many studies have been done to compare them to each other. In 1997, Li, Sakamoto, and Chao 

compared 4 models: EFM, FEM, modified Hertz model, and simplified EFM [26]. The modified 

Hertz model used was created in a previous paper to apply to non-conforming joints only [27]. The 

EFM was simplified by assuming the displacement is only in the normal direction, given by Bartel 
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et al. [28]. Li et al. (1997) modeled an articulating joint with a rigid ball surrounded by a cartilage 

layer in frictionless contact with a hemispherical layer of cartilage. The two elastic layers were 

modeled as one. It was concluded that the EFM was able to calculate the joint contact pressure 

distribution with reasonable accuracy and was comparable to the other methods. The study also 

concluded the EFM was advantageous because it can accommodate irregular geometries and is 

efficient computationally. 

In 2006 Liu, Zhang, and Yang wanted to model a spherical joint with clearances, but the 

Hertz theory could not effectively solve it [29]. To overcome this issue, they sought to determine 

the distribution of the normal stresses over the interface. Using the assumption that the contact 

bodies are elastic, and the surfaces are frictionless, they were able to create a new simplified model 

based on EFM and FEM. They verified the results by comparing them to the FEM results. 

 In 2008, Perez-Gonzalez et al. published a study comparing the Hertz model, EFM, 

modified EFM, and FEM [8]. The EFM was modified by introducing a revised formula for the 

contact pressure in each spring, essentially correcting the stiffness and the deformation of the 

springs. They proved that the modified elastic foundation model calculates pressure distribution 

and contact area with accuracy and shorter computation times but agreed that more work is needed 

to validate their findings. 

In 2011, Luo and Nahon published two geometry-based compliant contact models (one 

comprehensive and one volume-based) [14] based on their previous work [30]. The models took 

inspiration from other compliant contact models such as the spring-dashpot model (see section 

1.1.3), Hertz-type contact models, and FEM. Both models were for polyhedral contacting objects 

and considered the difference between true contact geometry and interference geometry. The study 
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concluded that both models were validated using analytical forms, experimental data, and FEM 

results. 

1.1.2e Summary 

Contact modeling is an important topic in engineering and has been applied in almost every 

field. One could write multiple books describing all the ways these models could be used [9, 31, 

32]. While there have been countless models created by researchers, none include 3D contact 

between a body on a viscoelastic surface. After reviewing the models available, it was determined 

that the EFM would be the most appropriate for this study. 

1.1.3 Viscoelasticity 

Many materials exist that cannot be described by an elasticity or viscosity theory, but rather 

demonstrate characteristics from each. The term “viscoelasticity” is used to describe this theory 

[33, 34]. Viscoelasticity research has been on the rise since the use of polymeric materials began. 

Contact models, described in section 1.1.2, can also incorporate material properties, such as 

viscoelasticity. 

Viscoelasticity greatly affects this project due to the material properties of memory foam. 

A memory foam mattress was used in the development of this project. Memory foam can be 

categorized as a cellular solid [35]. Memory foam, also known as viscoelastic polyurethane foam 

or low-resilience polyurethane foam (LRPu), consists of mostly polyurethane (Pu) as well as other 

chemicals to increase its viscosity and density. The bubbles (or “cells”) are open, which creates a 

matrix that air can travel through. 

Contact models are not the only form of modeling. Viscoelastic materials can also be 

modeled. Linear viscoelastic models are made up of Newtonian dampers and Hookean springs, 

arranged in different patterns. Maxwell was the first to attempt to obtain a viscoelastic constitutive 
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equation back in 1867 [36]. He thought gases might be viscoelastic and modeled them by putting 

a spring and damper in series (Maxwell element, shown in Figure 1). His model successfully 

predicted stress relaxation (a phenomenon in which the stress reduces even though the strain stays 

constant as a function of time), but not creep (a phenomenon in which a material slowly deforms, 

sometimes permanently, under a constant stress below the yield stress). The Maxwell model is 

good for modeling thermoplastic and metals close to their melting point and fresh concrete.  

 
Figure 1: The Maxwell model (a) and the Kelvin-Voigt model (b) for viscoelastic materials 
where E is the elastic modulus of the spring and  is the viscosity of the dashpot [37, 38]. 

The Kelvin-Voigt model, shown in Figure 1, was the next major step in viscoelastic 

modeling. It was developed neither by Lord Kelvin nor Woldemar Voigt, but rather it was named 

to honor them. Though this model is widely used, its development is obscure. It is difficult to find 

literature on its origin. The Kelvin-Voigt model (sometimes called just the Voigt model) is a spring 

and damper in parallel. It explains creep well but cannot predict stress relaxation accurately. This 

model is good for organic polymers, rubber, and wood at small loads. 

The most widely used model for linearly viscoelastic materials is the generalized Maxwell 

model (Wiechert model). As shown in Figure 2, it is comprised of Maxwell elements in parallel 

(as many as necessary) with one spring (also in parallel). This variation of the Maxwell and Kelvin-

Voigt models considers that stress relaxation does not occur at a single time but at a distribution 

of times. It is good for metals and alloys at temperatures lower than 25% of the melting point. 

(a) Maxwell model           (b) Kelvin-Voigt model 
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Figure 2: The generalized Maxwell model (Wiechert model) for viscoelastic materials where E is 

the elastic modulus of the spring and  is the viscosity of the dashpot [39]. 

A Kelvin foam is an idealized foam that has equal-sized cells, shown in Figure 3, a 

proposed solution to the “Kelvin problem”. The Kelvin problem was a question Lord Kelvin 

attempted to solve in 1887, “What is the most efficient bubble form?” [40]. Kelvin proposed a 

foam that was a variant of the bitruncated cubic honeycomb. A Kelvin foam is a convex uniform 

honeycomb formed by the truncated octahedron (14-faced space-filling tetradecahedron) with six 

square faces and eight slightly curved hexagonal faces. This shape was widely believed to solve 

the Kelvin problem until it was disproved by the Weaire-Phelan structure in 1994 (Figure 3) [41]. 

 
Figure 3: Kelvin foam (a) and Weaire-Phelan structure (b) [42]. 
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In 1974, Sidoroff published a multiplicative viscoelastic decomposition [43]. He used 

Onsager relations to create a theoretical model for viscoelastic behaviors. However, it is too 

simplistic to describe a real material quantitatively and precisely. Additionally, it is impossible to 

describe a material with an instantaneous response and fluid behavior with his model. 

In 1991, Huang and Gibson, using a simple cubic cell model, aimed to model the creep of 

polymer foams [44]. In their model, they treated the foam as a linearly viscoelastic solid. 

Additionally, they assumed the cell walls of the foam were solid and isotropic with the same creep 

parameters in tension as well as in compression. This allowed them to estimate Young’s modulus 

of the foam using Gibson and Ashby findings [35]. They developed a model of creep under shear 

loading and analyzed the linear and non-linear creep of polymeric foams. Measuring the creep of 

rigid Pu foams under constant shear indicated that the behavior of the foams is linear at stresses 

up to half of the shear strength. They concluded that their findings combined with the observations 

of Just (1983) give a good method to estimate long-term creep for any density of linearly 

viscoelastic foams. 

In 1993, Makris and Constantinou demonstrated that viscoelasticity could be modeled with 

complex-order derivatives [45]. The problem with current models at the time was that there were 

two sets of experimental data to fit (storage and loss moduli) in order to determine the parameters 

of the model. By doing a least-square fit on the loss factor and determining all but one of the model 

parameters (which is then selected by matching the experimental data - either the loss or storage 

modulus, not both), doing multiple experiments can be avoided. This led to the authors’ conclusion 

that the storage and loss moduli should not be two independent real functions, but rather real and 

imaginary parts of a simple complex-valued function. They called it the complex-value Maxwell 

model. It was able to produce frequency-dependent modulation of the phase of the harmonic 
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components of time-dependent functions, which cannot be done with real-valued order derivatives. 

Additionally, it described the mechanical properties of a viscous damper well and accurately 

predicted the steady-state and transient response of experimental data. This demonstrated that the 

complex-order Maxwell model was an improvement on the real-valued Maxwell model. 

In 1997, Govindjee and Reese presented two large deformation viscoelasticity models and 

then compared them [46]. Their goal was to find which model better presented a theory of finite 

deformation viscoelasticity which was not restricted to small perturbations from the elastic 

equilibrium. They compared a simplification of previous work [47] based on micromechanical 

considerations on free energy density for a solvent-polymer system (called the “new model” by 

the authors) to a model based on the multiplicative viscoelastic decomposition of Sidoroff [43] 

combined with the assumption of a viscoelastic potential. For stress relaxation, the two models 

matched for the short and long time response and were almost identical at small strains, but the 

approach rate to elastic equilibrium of the “new model” was faster at higher strains. However, the 

Poisson function at 60 N/mm2 of the “new model” had the right shape, but wrong values when 

compared to the Sidoroff model. This indicates that the “new model” works well for stress 

relaxation and creep modeling but is restricted to states near the elastic equilibrium. 

In 1997, Zhu, Mills, and Knott analyzed the high strain compression of open-cell foams 

using a lattice model with tetrakaidekahedral cells [48]. The buckling of the elastic cell edges, 

under combined bending and torsional loads, was analyzed and the model predicted the deformed 

shapes. Additionally, the model predicted the stress-strain relation and Poisson’s ratio for strains 

of up to 70%. They found that the prediction for compression was closest to the experimental 

stress-strain curves for Pu foams, especially when the model took the cell shape anisotropy into 
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account. The authors stated that a future model should consider irregular cell structures, sequential 

buckling of edges, and the possibility that the first edges to buckle can achieve 100% deflection. 

In 1998, Shulmeister, Van der Burg, Van der Giessen, and Marrisen performed a numerical 

study of large deformations of low-density elastomeric open-cell foams [49]. The foams were 

modeled as 3D frameworks of slender struts. They determined the macroscopic mechanical 

properties for the various types of struts through unit-cell analyses which contained many foam 

cells per unit-cell. To calculate the results of the model, they used FEA utilizing the linear elastic 

random model [50] which they extended to work for nonlinear analyses. They concluded that the 

large strain mechanical behavior is dependent on the weakest cross-section of the foam, which 

they called the “minimum effective cross-section.” The minimum effective cross-section also 

determines the tangential foam modulus at large tensile strains. They remarked that the accuracy 

of this model could be improved by incorporating nonlinear material behavior in the compressed 

struts as well, instead of the simpler linear elastic material that was modeled.  

In 1999, Zhu and Mills modeled creep of a Kelvin foam [51]. Mechanical behavior of 

foams depends on their cell structure and density, so it is important to get these parameters correct 

in a model involving foam. The Kelvin foam they modeled was elastically almost isotropic at small 

strains (modification from a model for soap froths [40] because of its geometry). The 

disadvantages of this model are that the cell edges must be the same length and they cannot twist. 

Additionally, they made the approximation/assumption to treat the polymers at low strains as a 

linearly viscoelastic material. The stress relaxation was modeled with the generalized Maxwell 

model. Creep was modeled using Boltzmann’s superposition principle. They concluded that the 

Kelvin foam model is the best for a linear viscoelastic response, but it fails to predict the low 
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compression Poisson’s ratio of Pu foams. Their creep modeling also needs an analytical 

description of non-linear viscoelastic behavior. 

In 2000, Mills and Gilchrist modeled indentation of low-density polymer foams [52]. The 

response of open-cell Pu foam was measured in compression, simple shear, and combinations of 

the two. Ogden’s strain energy function for compressible hyperelastic solids (using 1 or 2 moduli) 

was used to fit the data. This was compared with the predictions of a micromechanics model 

(regular tetrakaidekahedral cell Kelvin model for low-density open-cell foams). The data were 

fitted with FEA, and then FEA was used to predict the foam response for plane strain indentation 

and the axisymmetric Indentation Force Deflection (IFD) test. Experimental tests were performed 

to validate the predictions. The predicted relative indentation forces were 20% less than the 

experimental values. The test piece geometry was shown to affect the IFD values, so this may be 

the reason for them not matching. 

In 2002, Elliot et al. published a study on the deformation of open-cell flexible Pu foam 

[53]. The deformation behavior of the foam was observed using X-ray microtomography. 

Tomographs were collected from a small region near the center of the foam at different 

compressive strains from 0% to 80%. The images showed that the initial stages of compression 

resulted in small amounts of elastic bending in the struts that are inclined toward the compression 

direction. At small amounts of strain up to 6%, the deformation process was homogenous 

throughout the foam. At 23% strain, entirely collapsed bands were observed. As the amount of 

material in the collapsed bands increased, the deformation became homogenous again as the bands 

began to impinge on each other which began at about 63% strain. 

In 2004, van der Schuur et al. published a study on the elastic behavior of flexible 

polyether(urethan-urea) foam materials [54]. They tested two different foams. One material was 
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poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) and the other contained a random copolymer of PPO with 7 wt% 

ethylene oxide (PPO-co-PEO). Both had a mixture of 80 mol% tri-functional PPO and 20 mol% 

mono-functional PPO. The rigid urea segment content was varied from 25.8 wt% to 34.6 wt% by 

changing the toluene diisocyanato (TDI) to water ratio in the feed. The tests included dynamical 

mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA), compression set (CS), and tensile set and hysteresis. For 

this review, the CS will be focused on as it is mostly of interest. The CS is a measure of the elastic 

behavior of the material with a lower value indicative of a higher elasticity. They cut the samples 

from the compacted plaques and measured the CS according to the ASTM 395 B standard. Stress 

was applied to the samples to compress them by 25% for 24 hours, then the stress was released, 

and the thickness was recorded after 30 minutes. Then CS is then calculated with equation (1.1) 

𝐶𝑆 =
𝑑0−𝑑2

𝑑0−𝑑1
× 100%      (1.1) 

where d0 is the thickness before compression, d1 is the thickness at 25% compression, and d2 is the 

thickness measured 30 minutes after the release of the stress. The CS at 20 degrees Celsius was 

found to depend on the polymer segments (PPO versus PPO-co-PEO as described above). For PPO 

it ranged from 2.2% to 8.1% and for PPO-co-PEO it ranged from 9.3% to 12%. They did not 

measure the thickness as a function of time, so little can be known about the viscoelasticity of the 

two materials. They were, however, able to demonstrate that the CS decreases linearly with a 

logarithm of time. 

In 2006, Mills published another study on open-cell Pu foam [55]. FEA was used to model 

viscoelastic effects in the compression of Pu foam. Modeling the impact compression of foam 

cubes predicted that a compression region propagated through the sample which caused step 

increases in the step traces. In this paper, the generalized Maxwell model was used to approximate 

polymer stress relaxation in a long-time response. Additionally, head impacts on gymnastic mats 
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(made of Pu chip foam) were modeled and compared to a matching experiment (using a headform). 

The model indicated that most of the energy losses during the impact could be attributed to the 

polymer viscoelasticity. Additionally, the experimental data indicated that as impact velocity 

increases (due to increased drop height), hysteresis increased and the unloading curves fell below 

the predicted response. They concluded that linear viscoelasticity cannot completely explain the 

foam mat response, so non-linear viscoelasticity in the foam is the most likely cause of the extra 

hysteresis along with airflow through the foam. To explain the extra hysteresis, the Gibson-Ashby 

micromechanics model [35] was used to show that the hysteresis in a viscoelastic foam could be 

higher than in the parent polymer. A wet Kelvin foam (better foam geometry) was used for 

viscoelastic analysis. The predicted hysteresis in the cyclic stress-strain curve was slightly smaller 

than what was measured for a Pu flexible foam. 

Also in 2006, Denkowski, Migórski, and Ochal demonstrated that there is a unique solution 

to a dynamic bilateral friction contact problem in viscoelasticity [56]. They used a model for 

bilateral friction contact between a viscoelastic body and a rigid foundation. Bilateral contact is 

when contact between a body and foundation is always maintained. The focus of the paper was 

the boundary conditions on the contact surface, which can greatly affect the output of the model. 

In 2014, López-Guerra and Solares modeled viscoelasticity using models in intermittent-

contact atomic force microscopy [57]. In a stress relaxation experiment with a linear Maxwell 

model, it was found that the stress drops to zero which is not accurate for viscoelastic materials 

that retain internal stresses. Additionally, there was only one relaxation time, when there are 

generally more than one. The authors stated that this could be appropriate for samples with a very 

slow recovery. In a creep experiment with a linear Kelvin-Voigt model, there was one retardation 
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time when there should be more than one. The authors noted that this could be useful for contact-

mode methods when there is no transition between contact and noncontact regimes. 

Many viscoelasticity models have been presented, but none of them perform a 3D 

simulation. Generally, they are very simplified to increase efficiency or computational time. The 

basics of viscoelastic theory are based on springs and dampers, which supports the decision to use 

an EFM in this study. 

1.2 Background 

Limited mobility affects millions of people in the United States, including those with 

certain disabilities due to neuromuscular diseases, trauma or surgery, or advanced age [58]. Over 

a billion people worldwide (15%) have some form of disability [59]. In a United States national 

2017 survey, 17.6 million adults (7.1%) stated they were unable (or found it very difficult) to walk 

a quarter-mile and 38.2 million adults (15.5%) stated they had a physical functioning difficulty 

[58]. For example, muscular dystrophy is a hereditary condition that involves progressive 

weakening and breakdown of muscles [60-62]. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most 

common form of muscular dystrophy and it affects mostly boys, although girls can be carriers and 

mildly affected [60]. DMD is caused by a mutation on the dystrophin gene, an X-linked recessive 

gene, which can be inherited or spontaneous [60, 63]. This mutated gene can disrupt the 

translational reading frame during protein translation, leading to an unstable protein [63]. Signs 

and symptoms of DMD start appearing during early childhood and most patients with DMD use a 

wheelchair for independent mobility during childhood as well [60, 64]. Many people with DMD 

become dependent on caregivers to perform activities of daily living by the time they reach their 

20s [61, 62, 64, 65]. Caregivers may include family or medical professionals. With the population 

of people with disabilities growing due to population aging and increases in chronic health 
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conditions (among other causes), the number of those with limited mobility will only become more 

extreme [59]. 

Many people with limited mobility cannot reposition themselves in bed. This increases 

their risk of developing pressure ulcers which are expensive and difficult to treat. Pressure ulcers 

go by many names including decubitus sores, bedsores, and pressure lesions. All describe a sore, 

or lesion, caused by unrelieved pressure or shearing forces resulting in damage to underlying tissue 

due to a reduction in oxygen [66-68]. When tissue is compressed between bone and an external 

surface, blood flow is occluded, causing ischaemia (inadequate blood supply) and reperfusion 

(restoration of blood flow) which ultimately leads to cell destruction and tissue death [69]. This is 

visualized in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4: The cycle of ulcer formation [70]. 

The four major factors that contribute to the development of pressure ulcers are interface 

pressure, shear force, friction force, and moisture [70]. External pressure may rise at a bony surface 

causing deep tissue damage, which may not be noticeable on the surface [70]. Shear force is 

generated when the skin moves relative to the bone, such as in a sliding motion, when friction 

force prevents the skin from moving [70]. The presence of extra moisture compounds the risks of 
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the other factors, making the effects of friction up to five times worse [70]. If the pressure is not 

relieved, healing will be delayed [71]. Pressure ulcers can result in hospitalization, surgery, and 

sometimes death. Estimates indicate that 1 to 3 million people develop a pressure ulcer in the 

United States each year [72] at the cost of over one billion dollars per year [73]. Reportedly 60,000 

deaths occur out of 2.5 million patients suffering from pressure ulcers each year in United States 

acute care facilities [74]. In 2009, 92,408 patients were surveyed in the United States and pressure 

ulcers were found to have a prevalence of 12.3%, 13.3% of which were facility-acquired primarily 

Stage III and Stage IV [75]. These ulcers are quite severe. Stage IV ulcers are categorized by full 

skin loss with damage to the surrounding bone, muscle, or tendon, where Stage III ulcers only have 

skin loss [76].  

Ulcers of any stage are difficult and expensive to treat. Treatment guidelines include 

providing proper nutrition, antibiotics for infections, wound management and dressings, surgery, 

and adjuvant agents (medications that enhance analgesia) [71]. These treatments can disrupt the 

lives of the afflicted by forcing them to be bedridden. This would cause the patients to miss work 

and other important life events for weeks or months while they heal [77]. Surgeries can include 

the removal of necrotic tissue and the closure of the ulcer (skin flap surgery). In rare cases, even 

fecal or urinary diversions and amputations are needed [71]. There are three types of skin flap 

surgery: primary closure (direct apposition of wound edges), cutaneous flap (transfer skin), and 

myocutaneous flap (transfer flaps of muscle with skin to increase blood supply) [77].  

A 20-year retrospective review study from 1976 to 1996 of admissions to a spinal cord 

injury (SCI) unit in Manitoba, performed by Schryvers, Stranc, and Nance, provides details on the 

prevalence and healing time of pressure ulcers among people with SCI [77]. During this time, 168 

patients were admitted 415 times for the treatment of 579 serious pressure ulcers. Of these 579 
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serious pressure ulcers, 120 were on the lower limbs and 10 were on other locations. Of the 

remaining 449 ulcers, comprised of sacral, ischial, and trochanteric sores, 421 required some type 

of skin flap surgery. The lower limb ulcers were treated with split-thickness skin grafts (skin is 

excised from another site and sewn into the wound) (88), skin flaps (16), were surgically debrided 

(removal of unhealthy tissue) only (9), and treated conservatively (7). Table 1 shows what type of 

skin flap surgeries were performed on each ulcer location and the number of dehiscence 

complications (opening of the flap). Dehiscence occurred a total of 130 times, including those with 

only a small area [77]. Of these cases, 45 required reoperations, 47 healed without intervention, 

and 8 healed after split-thickness skin grafts. 

TABLE 1 

SURGERIES PERFORMED AND COMPLICATIONS [77] 

 Primary Closure Cutaneous Flap Myocutaneous Flap Total 
Dehiscence Ulcer Site Total Dehiscence Total Dehiscence Total Dehiscence 

Sacral (n=82) 5 2 (40) 70 18 (26) 7 5 (71) 25 (30) 
Ischial (n=249) 58 20 (35) 148 37 (25) 43 17 (39) 74 (30) 
Trochanteric (n=90) 12 3 (25) 35 11 (31) 43 17 (41) 31 (35) 
Total (n=421) 75 25 (34) 253 66 (26) 93 39 (42) 130 (31) 
Note: Values given as number of occurrences (percent). 

Any single surgery can cost thousands of dollars. Table 2 shows the average time from the 

date of surgery to the date of healing. The minimum time is 44.6 days and the maximum time is 

105.9 days. Interestingly, both are after a myocutaneous flap surgery. 

TABLE 2  

AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS FROM THE DATE OF SURGERY TO THE DATE OF 
HEALING [77]  

 
 Primary Closure Cutaneous Flap Myocutaneous Flap Unknown 

Healed Date Ulcer Site Total S to H (d) Total S to H (d) Total S to H (d) 
Sacral (n=82) 4 52.8 66 52.9 7 44.6 5 
Ischial (n=249) 52 62.1 139 52.3 37 63.9 21 
Trochanteric (n=90) 9 97.4 32 100.9 42 105.6 7 
Total (n=421) 65 67.3 237 59.1 86 82.2 33 

Note: S to H (d) is the average number of days between date of surgery to the date of healing. 
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Even the minimum healing time is over a month long, which can have serious effects on 

the patient’s life, including time away from work and the costs involved. The total cost for treating 

pressure sores in the United States, including medical care, surgery, hospital bed occupancy, time 

lost from work, nursing home care, home health care, equipment, and transportation, was estimated 

to exceed $3-$7 billion per year in 1986 [78]. Pressure ulcer related hospitalizations are also on 

the rise, increasing by 80% from 1993 to 2006 [79]. Therefore, prevention is much more effective. 

The standard prevention is rolling at least every 2 hours; however, not all patients can roll 

themselves. 

Rolling is the earliest form of human locomotion [80]. It is defined by moving from the 

supine to prone position or the prone to supine position with some involvement of axial rotation 

[80]. Rolling is a form of rotation, a precursor component to standing erect [81], which can be seen 

in the fetus as early as 10 weeks of gestation [80]. Infants “lose” this ability because their muscle 

strength is not great enough to overcome gravity, which is not a factor in a fluid-filled womb [80]. 

Infants are able to roll again at around 4 months of age [80, 81]. At 6 to 8 months, infants can roll 

more deliberately and it is often initiated in the upper limbs followed by the trunk and lower limbs, 

but can also be initiated by the lower limbs followed by the trunk and upper limbs [80, 81]. Adult 

rolling differs from infant rolling because it is typically a deliberate motion and varies greatly 

between subjects and with age [1, 4, 61, 62, 64, 65, 82-84].  
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Adults can vary tremendously in their strength and flexibility. Gesell and Amatruda defined 

motor development as a continuous process that proceeds stage by stage in a systematic order [85]. 

Richter, VanSant, and Newton wrote in 1989 that adult rolling is made up of three parts. The three 

“parts” of adult rolling are upper extremity motion, head and trunk motion, and lower extremity 

motion. Each of these parts has four options, shown in Table 3, yielding 64 unique ways to roll; 

however, only 32 were observed and 8 of those were only observed once [1].  

TABLE 3 

POSSIBLE MOVEMENT PATTERNS FOR EACH BODY REGION AND OCCURRENCE 
OF EACH [1] 

 
Upper Extremity Head and Trunk Lower Extremity 

Pattern Occurrence Pattern Occurrence Pattern Occurrence 
Lift and reach 

below shoulder 
level 

5.0% Aligned pelvis and 
shoulder girdle 

3.6% Bilateral lift 13.3% 

Lift and reach 
above shoulder 

level 

62.5% Pelvis leads 27.2% Unilateral lift 15.6% 

Push and reach 24.2% Relationship between 
pelvis and shoulder 

girdle changes 

30.3% Unilateral push 51.4% 

Push 8.3% Shoulder girdle leads 38.9% Bilateral push 19.7% 

The most common rolling movement combination was lifting and reaching above shoulder 

level with the upper extremities, leading with the shoulder girdle, and unilaterally lifting the lower 

extremities, however, three other combinations were displayed in more than 10% of the trials as 

seen in Table 4 [1]. The most likely conclusion is that not all adults will exhibit all rolling patterns, 

but they may within their lifetime [1] because motor development is a continuous process [85]. 

When a person cannot roll themselves, or be rolled by someone else, complications such as 

pressure ulcers can arise. 
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TABLE 4 

MOST COMMON ROLLING PATTERN COMBINATIONS [1] 

Upper Extremity Pattern Head-Trunk Pattern Lower Extremity 
Pattern 

Occurrence 

Lift and reach above shoulder level Shoulder girdle leads Unilateral lift 11.9% 
Lift and reach above shoulder level Relationship between pelvis 

and shoulder girdle changes 
Unilateral push 11.4% 

Lift and reach above shoulder level Shoulder girdle leads Bilateral lift 10.8% 
Lift and reach above shoulder level Shoulder girdle leads Unilateral push 10.5% 

Push and reach Relationship between pelvis 
and shoulder girdle changes 

Unilateral push 9.7% 

Push Pelvis leads Unilateral push 7.5% 
Push and reach Pelvis leads Unilateral push 6.1% 

Human rolling in the healthy population is somewhat well understood. However, it has 

been a struggle to understand the best/most proper way for a caregiver to roll a patient and for a 

patient with limited mobility to roll themselves. Caregivers and medical professionals alone are 

tasked with rolling the patient to prevent pressure ulcers, which is a significant risk and may lead 

to lower back problems over time.  

Musculoskeletal injuries, especially in the lower back, are considered common among 

medical professionals with patient-handling tasks. Work-related injuries in this profession have 

been highly reported [86-92]. With tasks including repositioning patients, helping them walk, and 

even lifting patients, it is no surprise that these professionals experience a high amount of loading 

in the spine. The task of moving patients was found to be hazardous, whether one or two people 

actively performed the task, because all methods yielded spinal muscle activity that approached or 

exceeded the injury threshold [93]. Even the safest method found, a two-person draw sheet method, 

still had a significant risk involved [93]. 

Determining the best way to roll a patient is complex. It depends on the patient’s weight, 

cooperativity, and physical condition [94, 95]. Figure 5 shows an algorithm for choosing a method 

to reposition a patient in bed. It shows that a patient fully able to assist may only need a supine-
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repositioning device, while those partially able to assist need a friction-reducing device and 2-3+ 

caregivers, while patients unable to assist need a ceiling lift with a supine sling or a floor-based 

lift with 2+ caregivers. Friction-reducing devices, such as a draw sheet, go on top of the mattress 

to reduce the shearing force required to move the patient. Lifts and slings are used to reduce the 

amount of weight the medical professional has to move. However, these are sometimes not used 

due to the complexity of medical situations [95]. Even when not suggested, some medical 

professionals choose to move patients manually because it allows them to react to the patient’s 

unique circumstances [95]. It is also often impossible or very difficult to find 3+ caregivers to 

assist when moving a patient in a timely manner, which has to be done quite often, because they 

may be dealing with more critical tasks [95].  [94] 

Figure 5: Flowchart for choosing a method to reposition a patient in bed from 
side-to-side and up-and-down [94]. 
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If bed rolling could be adequately modeled, devices or techniques could be designed to 

alleviate the responsibility of caregivers, while safely rolling patients. In addition to this, no current 

model of human rolling involves a mattress. Modeling has become more common as computer 

capabilities keep improving. Computer modeling is advantageous because it allows for a better 

understanding of a problem without conducting expensive or invasive research.  

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this research is to create and validate a contact model that successfully 

characterizes the mechanical behavior of a mattress and can be expanded and incorporated into 

future studies focused on human rolling. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CREATING THE MODEL 

2.1 Methodology 

Models work by applying governing equations of physics relevant to the phenomenon 

being modeled. To make the system determinant, the number of unknown values cannot exceed 

the number of equations. In order to constrain the model of this experiment completely, certain 

values and parameters were needed. These values and parameters included mass, dimensions, 

material properties, and contact properties. The tasks below (sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4) describe in 

detail how each parameter was defined. A memory foam mattress (Zinus 8” Green Tea Memory 

Foam Mattress, Twin, model OLB-GTFM-8, prototype ID AZ-BTCM-8) and donated bowling 

ball were studied. 

  

Figure 6: Code for the elastic foundation force of an OpenSim model in notepad++. 
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2.1.1 Identifying the Coefficient of Restitution 

𝐶𝑂𝑅 =
𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ
     (2.1) 

The classical definition of the coefficient of restitution (COR) is the ratio of two rigid 

bodies’ relative speeds in pure translation before and after impact in one-dimension, which is 

visualized in equation (2.1) [16]. The possible values for a COR normally range from 0 to 1, where 

1 is perfectly elastic (billiard balls colliding has a COR of close to 1) and 0 is perfectly inelastic 

(two lumps of clay or two magnetic balls colliding are both good examples). When there is no 

separation velocity, the kinetic energy must have been dissipated, usually as sound or heat energy. 

In the Newtonian world, a COR is almost always less than 1 due to this loss of energy during a 

collision; however, the COR can be greater than 1 if energy is added to the system. Energy can 

theoretically be added to the system if the impact causes some sort of chemical reaction that 

produces energy.  

The COR is a property of two objects in a collision, not a single object or material. For 

example, two billiard balls colliding during a game of pool has a COR of close to 1. Conversely, 

if that same billiard ball collides with a lump of clay instead, the collision will have a COR of close 

to 0. When modeling contact, there is no way to know how much energy is lost or gained during 

the impact. The COR allows that problem to be overcome.  

The calculated COR value was used as the dissipation coefficient in the model. In order to 

derive the COR for the model, a 14.4-pound bowling ball of standard 8.5-in diameter was dropped 

onto the mattress while several positions on the ball were tracked over time. The bowling ball with 

eight reflective markers secured to it was dropped from a height of approximately 1 meter onto the 

memory foam mattress. The position data of the eight markers were collected at 300 Hz with a 12-

camera video motion capture system (Motion Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA). The bowling 
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ball was dropped 30 times to collect thirty trials of data. 

The position of the bowling ball’s center was calculated in order to determine the velocity 

of the center of the bowling ball. The x, y, and z position data of the eight markers (each considered 

to be a point) were used to find the center of the sphere by evaluating the determinant defined in 

equation (2.2) [96]. 

  

The cartesian coordinates of four points are represented by x, y, and z with a corresponding 

subscript (1, 2, 3, and 4). Using Laplace’s formula, the determinant in equation (2.2) becomes 

equation (2.3) 

(𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2)𝑀11 − 𝑥𝑀12 − 𝑦𝑀13 − 𝑧𝑀14 + 𝑀15 = 0   (2.3) 

which defines the sphere in a 3D coordinate system, where the minor Mij is the determinant defined 

by removing the i-th row and j-th column of the larger determinant (see Appendix A). Reducing 

equation (2.3) even further, the midpoint location of the sphere in 3D space can be written as: 

( 𝑀12

2𝑀11
,

−𝑀13

2𝑀11
,

𝑀14

2𝑀11
)     (2.4) 

Coordinates of four markers were used to calculate the midpoint of the sphere. This was repeated 

for the remaining four marker coordinates. The two midpoints were then averaged together to find 

a precise midpoint. 

  

(2.2) 
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The translational velocity of the bowling ball was then calculated. Because discrete data 

cannot be differentiated., the velocity of the midpoint was calculated using numerical methods, 

specifically the forward, central, and backward difference method for numerical differentiation of 

finite differences. The central difference, shown in equation (2.5), uses the past value and the future 

value and finds the slope of the line between those two points.  

𝑦′(𝑥𝑛) =
𝑦𝑛+1−𝑦𝑛−1

𝑥𝑛+1−𝑥𝑛−1
       (2.5) 

This leads to a truncation error at the first and last data points because the first data point has no 

past value and the last data point has no future value. The forward difference, written as  

𝑦′(𝑥𝑛) =
𝑦𝑛+1−𝑦𝑛

𝑥𝑛+1−𝑥𝑛
      (2.6) 

and the backward difference, written as  

𝑦′(𝑥𝑛) =
𝑦𝑛−𝑦𝑛−1

𝑥𝑛−𝑥𝑛−1
      (2.7) 

are used to evaluate the slope at these points. Another method for numerical differentiation of finite 

differences is to find an equation that fits the portion of the data of interest using a polynomial fit 

and differentiate that with respect to time. This was attempted with high order polynomials but 

was not successful. 

The relative approach and separation velocities were defined as the most negative value 

and the most positive value that follows, respectively. The ratio of the absolute value of the 

separation velocity to the approach velocity defined the COR for each trial, which was averaged 

to find an overall COR for the collision to use in the model. MATLAB code is presented in 

Appendix D. 
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2.1.2 Identifying Mass, Dimensions, and Moments of Inertia of the Objects 

Memory foam is made of a dense material called polyurethane foam and bowling ball outer 

shells are made of polyester. The weight of the mattress was determined by placing it on a small 

platform on a force plate. Data was recorded 6840 Hz for approximately 6 seconds. Since the force 

plates measured force in newtons, the mass of the mattress was determined by taking the average 

value from the force plate and dividing it by the gravitational constant (9.81 m/s/s). This was 

verified with the manufacturer’s claim that the item weighs 27.2 pounds. The weight of the 

bowling ball was determined by weighing it on a doctor’s scale three times and taking the average 

value. 

 Bowling balls have a standard diameter of 8.5 in (21.59 cm) which was used to define the 

shape of the ball. The mattress was measured to be 74 in (188 cm) long, 39 in (99 cm) wide, and 

8 in (19 cm) tall with a measuring tape, which was verified with the manufacturer’s claim that the 

dimensions are 75 in long, 39 in wide, and 8 in tall (each within 0.5 in). The mattress is made of 

three types of foam in two separate layers, demonstrated in Figure 7. The bottom layer was 4” high 

density base support foam which had a wavy pattern. The top layer was 2” of comfort foam 

(bottom) and 2” of memory foam (top). 

Figure 7: Photograph of the three types of foam in the two layers of the mattress. 
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With the dimensions of the objects known, a few calculations were needed to define the 

moments of inertia. Due to the symmetry of a sphere, the moment of inertia does not depend on 

the axis of rotation if that axis of rotation passes through the center of the sphere. Therefore, the 

moment of inertia for the bowling ball was defined using equation (2.8) by treating the bowling 

ball as a solid sphere where M is the mass and R is the radius of the ball. 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧 = 𝐼 =
2

5
𝑀𝑅2     (2.8) 

Bowling ball cores are made of a different material, and there are finger holes in the surface of 

the bowling ball. The effects caused by these characteristics were assumed to not have a great 

influence on the mass moment of inertia of the sphere or other experimental results. 

The mattress was treated as a rectangular prism. Equations (2.9) through (2.11) were used 

to define the mass moment of inertia of the mattress where M is the mass, W is the width, L is 

the length, and H is the height of the mattress. 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 =
1

12
𝑀(𝑊2 + 𝐻2)    (2.9) 

𝐼𝑦𝑦 =
1

12
𝑀(𝑊2 + 𝐿2)     (2.10) 

𝐼𝑧𝑧 =
1

12
𝑀(𝐿2 + 𝐻2)     (2.11) 

2.1.3 Identifying Stiffness 

Stiffness is the extent to which an object resists deformation under an applied force. The 

general equation for stiffness is presented in equation (2.12) 

Fapp = kx      (2.12) 

where Fapp is the applied force, k is the stiffness, and x is the displacement. The stiffness in the 

model was calculated two ways, once using Newton’s second law and once by following the 

ASTM standard D3574 [97] for an indentation force deflection (IFD) test. The results from the 

ASTM standard testing were used to define the stiffness. 
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2.1.3a Newton’s Second Law 

Newton’s second law was used to create equation (2.13) where k is stiffness, m is mass of 

the ball, x is displacement, V is velocity of the ball, b is viscous friction coefficient, g is gravity, 

and ay is acceleration in the vertical direction. 

  Ʃ𝐹𝑦 = 𝑚𝑎𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 + 𝑏𝑉 − 𝑚𝑔     (2.13) 

However, in a static situation where there is no acceleration or velocity, equation (2.13) simplifies 

to equation (2.14), supported by Figure 8. 

Ʃ𝐹𝑦 = 0 = 𝑘𝑥 − 𝑚𝑔      (2.14) 

So, the stiffness can be defined by equation (2.15). 

𝑘 =
𝑚𝑔

𝑥
      (2.15) 

The weight of the ball is equal to mg, which was described in section 2.1.2. The 

displacement, x, was found using the same motion capture protocol described in section 2.1.1. The 

height of the mattress is a known value, described in section 2.1.2. The midpoint location of the 

ball was found in the same manner described in section 2.1.1. The bottom of the ball is, therefore, 

one radius lower than the location of the midpoint in the vertical direction. The displacement, x, is 

how far the bottom of the ball is below the height of the mattress (see Figure 8). Figure 9 shows 

Figure 8: Free-body diagram of the stationary bowling ball on the mattress. 

x 

mg 

kx y-direction 

x-direction 
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the laboratory set-up used to collect the data. MATLAB code is presented in Appendix C. 

Figure 9: Stiffness test laboratory set-up showing the bowling ball resting on the mattress. 

2.1.3b ASTM standard D3574 

The data to complete this calculation was gathered by following the ASTM standard D3574 

[97] for an indentation force deflection (IFD) test. The test procedure is described below. Two 

samples were cut from the mattress (no smaller than 380 mm by 380 mm by 100 mm) for testing. 

A material testing system (MTS) machine in the National Institute for Aviation Research 

(NIAR)’s Advanced Virtual Engineering and Testing (AVET) laboratory was used. 

The test procedure: 

1. Place the specimen in the middle of the apparatus so the center of the specimen will be 

impacted. 

2. Preflex the test area twice to a deflection of 75-80% of the full thickness by lowering and 

raising the indenter at a rate of 250 ± 25 mm/min. 

3. Allow the specimen to rest for 6 ± 1 min. 

4. Indent the specimen at a rate of 50 ± 5 mm/min and determine the thickness while applying a 

contact force of 4.5 ± 0.5 N. 

5. Indent the specimen at a rate of 50 ± 5 mm/min to 25% of its thickness and determine the force 

after 60 ± 3 s. 

6. Increase deflection to 65%, allowing force to drift. While maintaining 65% deflection, 

determine the force after 60 ± 3 s. 
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Figure 10 demonstrates the MTS machine set-up. The indenter foot pushes upwards, so the 

mattress piece is upside down. 

Figure 10: MTS machine set-up to calculate stiffness (according to ASTM standard D3574) in 
NIAR’s AVET laboratory. 

Since the sample dimensions are known, the displacements are also known (based on the 

deflection). With this information, paired with the force data, the stiffness can be calculated by the 

following equation (2.16). 

k = Fapp/x      (2.16) 

This was done with the data from test procedure steps 5 and 6 when the thickness was held constant 

for both trials (around the 650 seconds and 800 second time marks in Figure 11). The four resulting 

stiffnesses (standard deviation of their average was 21.09 N/m), shown in Figure 12, were 

considered a function of the applied force. The stiffness associated with applied force of the 

bowling ball weight, which was used in the model, was extrapolated from a linear regression, 

shown as a yellow dot in Figure 12. MATLAB code is presented in Appendix B. 
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Figure 12: MATLAB plot for the stiffness calculation where the four blue data points are from 
the ASTM standard D3574 testing completed in NIAR’s AVET laboratory and the yellow dot 

represents an extrapolated point used as the stiffness value in the model. 
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2.1.4 Identifying Coefficients of Friction 

 The remaining variables needed to constrain the contact model are the coefficients of static, 

dynamic, and viscous friction (s, d, and v respectively). A coefficient of friction (COF) relates 

the normal force of an object on another to the frictional force between the two objects. Static 

friction is the force that needs to be overcome to get an object to move from rest. Dynamic friction 

is a resistive force that is present between the two surfaces while the object is moving and is 

generally less than static friction. Viscous friction is a resistance to fluid flow. The coefficients of 

friction were determined using the protocol described in the following sections. 

2.1.4a Coefficient of Static Friction 

The static COF, s, was found by gradually increasing the force applied to the ball via a 

pulley system, demonstrated in Figure 13, with a 1/16” diameter cable. Weight was gradually 

added to a bag, transmitting force to the ball. The weight in the basket was adjusted until it was 

as close as possible to the amount of weight to make the ball start to slide. That weight was 

measured on a scale and recorded. This was repeated thirty times. Then, the friction COF is 

equal to the ratio of the mass of the basket side (mass in the basket in addition to the mass of the 

basket) to the mass of the bowling ball.  

 
Figure 13: Laboratory horizontal pull-test set-up with a red dashed line emphasizing the cable 

(top) and horizontal pull-test diagram (bottom).  

mattress bowling ball 

cable 

cable 
force 
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2.1.4b Coefficient of Dynamic Friction 

The dynamic COF, d, was found by pulling the ball along the mattress with a constant 

force in the same pulley set-up described above (Figure 13). The force was applied by gently 

placing a known mass in the basket (measured three times using a scale, then averaged). Eight 

reflective markers were secured to the ball and the positions were collected at 120 Hz. This was 

repeated thirty times. The acceleration of the ball was calculated using the forward, central, and 

backward difference method for derivative approximation twice on the midpoint (explained in 

section 2.1.1). Finally, the dynamic COF was found at each time step using equation (2.17) and 

then averaged over all times and trials. MATLAB code is presented in Appendix C. 

𝜇𝑑 =
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙
−

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
(

𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙
+ 1)    (2.17) 

2.1.4c Coefficient of Viscous Friction 

The viscous COF, v, in the model was calculated using Newton’s second law to create 

equation (2.18) where k is stiffness (see section 2.1.3), m is mass of the ball, x is displacement, V 

is velocity of the ball, b is viscous friction coefficient, g is gravity, and ay is acceleration in the 

vertical direction. 

  Ʃ𝐹𝑦 = 𝑚𝑎𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 + 𝑏𝑉 − 𝑚𝑔     (2.18) 

The weight of the ball is equal to mg, which was described in section 2.1.2. The 

displacement, x, was found using the same motion capture protocol described in section 2.1.1. The 

height of the mattress is a known value, described in section 2.1.2. The midpoint location of the 

ball was found in the same manner described in section 2.1.1. The bottom of the ball is, therefore, 

one radius lower than the location of the midpoint in the vertical direction. The displacement, x, is 

how for the bottom of the ball is below the height of the mattress.  
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Data that was collected for the COR (section 2.1.1) was used to calculate the viscous COF. 

The acceleration, ay, was found by using the forward, central, and backward difference method for 

derivative approximation on the velocity data (section 2.1.1). With k defined (section 2.1.3), b can 

be found using equation (2.19) which is found by rearranging equation (2.18). 

𝑏 =
1

𝑉
(𝑚𝑎𝑦 − 𝑘𝑥 + 𝑚𝑔)     (2.19) 

The variable b was calculated at each time step of interest and then averaged over all time 

steps and trials. MATLAB code is presented in Appendix D.  

2.1.5 Model Creation 

An in-silico contact model (see Appendix F) was created for use in OpenSim 

(https://simtk.org/projects/opensim). The mattress was represented by a rectangular prism mesh of 

triangles, whereas the bowling ball was represented as a sphere made of a 3D triangle mesh. An 

elastic foundation force was defined between the ball and mattress. The elastic foundation force 

was constrained by the following variables: stiffness, dissipation, static friction, dynamic friction, 

and viscous friction (as described in sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4). A visualization of the model is shown 

in Figure 14. 

Figure 14: The created OpenSim model. 
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With the model constrained, motion was imposed onto the system to produce the model 

output. A hinge joint was created between the mattress and the ground. The angle of this hinge 

joint was determined as a function of time. The angle was set to zero for the first five seconds (to 

allow the ball to reach a steady state on the mattress), then the angle increased by 0.01 radians 

every second for the next 50 seconds. The model objects consisted of the mattress and the bowling 

ball. The model outputs were the x, y, and z positions of the midpoint of the bowling ball as well 

as the angle of the mattress (θ in Figure 15). This angle was determined within the model by 

rotating the mattress.  

Figure 15: A diagram of the bowling ball on top of the tilted mattress, where θ is the measured 
angle between the mattress and ground. 

2.2 Results 

Table 5 summarizes the results that were found for the model parameters. The dissipation 

value, defined as the COR, came out to 0.4021 with a standard deviation of 0.1714. The average 

is an acceptable value, although the standard deviation is high, leading to a coefficient of variation 

of 0.42. 

TABLE 5 

RESULTS FROM CHAPTER 2 

Parameter Unit Average Value Standard Deviation 
Dissipation Unitless 0.4021 0.1714 
Stiffness from Newton’s Second Law N/m 2224.5 101.3 
Stiffness from ASTM D3574 N/m 2293.8 21.09+ 
Static Friction Coefficient Unitless 1.07 0.056 
Dynamic Friction Coefficient Unitless 1.5076 0.0002 
Viscous Friction Coefficient N∙s/m 157.087 41.10 
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The stiffness value from the ASTM testing was found to be 2293.8 N/m and the stiffness 

value from the motion capture data using Newton’s second law was 2224.5 N/m with a standard 

deviation of 101.3 N/m. Initially, it was unclear whether a stiffness value this low was expected or 

not, since literature is lacking in this area. Because the two stiffness values agreed with each other, 

it implies the values are correct. The standard deviation of the stiffness using motion capture data 

and Newton’s second law was 101.3 N/m which gives a coefficient of variation is 0.046, showing 

the data is closely set around the mean. Ultimately, the stiffness found using ASTM standard 

testing was used because it was calculated using methodology chosen by ASTM and is therefore 

considered more reputable. 

The static COF was 1.07 with a standard deviation of 0.056. This appears incorrect at first 

since the coefficient is greater than 1; however, there is no physical law stating that a friction 

coefficient must be less than 1. This simply means that it is harder to move the ball horizontally 

across the mattress than it is to lift the ball vertically off the mattress, which was the case.  

The dynamic COF was 1.5076 with a standard deviation of 0.0002. The standard deviation 

is quite small, implying that all the trials were consistent (supported by the coefficient of variation 

value of 0.0001). The dynamic COF was higher than the static COF which was not expected. 

Figure 16 shows a plot of the friction force versus displacement. The friction force appears to 

remain fairly constant, which was expected. Figure 17 shows the friction force versus the velocity. 

It is expected that the friction force will slightly increase (Stribeck effect [98]) or be constant. The 

figure demonstrates that the friction force remains constant as the velocity increases. 
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Figure 16: Magnitude of the friction force (N) versus the magnitude of the displacement (mm) 

from a dynamic horizontal pull-test. 

 
Figure 17: Magnitude of the friction force (N) versus the magnitude of the velocity (m/s) from a 

dynamic horizontal pull-test. 
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The viscous COF was 157.087 N∙s/m with a standard deviation of 41.10 N∙s/m. There was 

no identifiable literature to access the validity of this value. Again, there is no physical law stated 

that coefficients of friction must be less than 1, but they generally are. The standard deviation was 

also higher than desired, leading to a coefficient of variation of 0.26. 

The calculated parameters (Table 5) were incorporated into an elastic foundation contact 

model for use in OpenSim (Figure 6). This model was further used in Chapter 3. 

2.3 Discussion 

The objective of Chapter 2 was to define parameters needed for an elastic foundation 

contact model in OpenSim using experimental methods. These parameters were found to be the 

following: stiffness of 2293.8 N/m, dissipation coefficient of 0.4021, static COF of 1.07, dynamic 

COF of 1.5076, and viscous COF of 157.807 N∙s/m. Another key finding was that the stiffness 

values determined with two different methods had similar results. 

Some of the variables found, reported in Table 5, were not what was expected. The 

dissipation coefficient had a standard deviation higher than what is ideal. However, since the ball 

was dropped by a human each time for the COR, the drops were not identical. Additionally, the 

ball could have hit the mattress at different angles or different locations on the mattress. Also, if 

the mattress was not fully recovered after the drop, it could have changed the properties of the 

impact. These could help explain why the standard deviation for this variable was so high. 

Conversely, the dynamic COF had an average higher than expected but the variation 

between trials was low, as indicated by the coefficient of variation. In almost all cases, the dynamic 

COF is smaller than the static COF. This logically makes sense, because once you get an object 

moving it is then generally easier to keep it moving. However, this is not always the case. For 

example, aluminum on aluminum has a higher dynamic COF than static COF. This can also be 
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further explained by the mattress situation. The ball deforms the mattress and creates mass in front 

of the ball. Then, as the ball moves horizontally, the mass must be pushed out of the way, but the 

ball was observed being pulled up and over the mass. The cable was intended to provide only a 

horizontal force, but (since the ball moved vertically) this was not the case. These phenomena 

(bunching effect) happen repeatedly as the ball accelerates horizontally across the mattress, 

potentially leading to the dynamic friction coefficient being greater than the static friction 

coefficient.  

The stiffness values found with two different methodologies were very similar (3.07% 

difference). This result implies that using a motion capture system and a ball can be almost as 

accurate as using an MTS machine. This is useful for future studies, because material testing may 

not be accessible to other biomechanical laboratories. 

With the model completed, a sensitivity analysis should generally be done. This was 

attempted, but not completed due to computational time. To do this, the model variables should be 

altered individually around the determined variables (Table 5, for example). This would give a 

new model output which would be compared to the original model output. Finally, the sensitivity 

is a measure of how much the model output changes as a function of how much the model input 

was changed. After many iterations of the model variables, sensitivities can be found for each 

variable. This would help guide future researchers in choosing which model input to spend the 

most time and resources on. If the model is highly sensitive to a particular variable, it is important 

to define that variable as accurately as possible. Conversely, if the model is not very sensitive to a 

particular variable, a less precise and/or accurate input is acceptable. 
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CHAPTER 3 

VALIDATING THE MODEL 

3.1 Methodology 

 To demonstrate that a model works, it must be validated. Validation checks the accuracy 

of the model’s ability to represent the real system. This was completed by repeating the model 

experiment in the real-world, then comparing the results statistically.  

The mattress was placed on a rigid board with straps to prevent it from bending. The rigid 

board had two reflective markers attached on each side to define a vector. Then, the bowling ball 

with eight reflective markers was placed on the mattress. The mattress was tilted using a crank 

until the ball slid or rolled while the positions of the markers were recorded at 120 Hz. The data 

collection was repeated thirty times. The laboratory set-up is shown in Figure 18. The angle (Figure 

15) was calculated using MATLAB code presented in Appendix E. Vectors were defined from the 

center of the ball to each marker on the board. When the magnitude of the vectors all changed, that 

determined the moment at which the ball moved relative to the mattress. The angle between the 

mattress vectors and the ground was calculated. The angles were averaged to give one angle mean.  

  

Figure 18: Validation set-up starting position (left) and tilted position (right). 
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The output of the model is one single value, not a sample of values which is generally used 

in statistics. Therefore, a Z-score test was done to see if the output of the model fits within the 

tested range. A Z-score is used to identify potential outliers and is calculated as the number of 

standard deviations a value is away from the mean. 

3.2 Results 

It was found that the ball rolled at a mattress angle of 0.1998 radians (11.45 degrees) with 

a standard deviation of 0.0586 radians (3.36 degrees). According to the static friction critical angle 

test, this correlates to a static coefficient of friction of 0.2025, which does not match the results 

from the methodology presented in section 2.1.4 (Table 5).  

Additionally, the model simulation did not give a valid response, so no Z-score was 

calculated. With the parameters found in this paper, the outcome of the computer model simulation 

was unexpected. The ball falls through the mattress. Many alternative models were tested to 

troubleshoot the problem, but this result persisted. The following aspects were edited and tested: 

using finer meshes, changing the model from an EFM to a Hunt-Crossley, and changing the initial 

position of the ball. None of these seemed to have any effect on the function of the model. Different 

stiffnesses (X10, X100, and X1000) were tested next. Using finer meshes combined with a 

stiffness of X100 prevented the ball from falling through the mattress, but it is not an accurate 

representation of the real system. 

3.3 Discussion 

The results of the validation trials imply that the static coefficient of friction should be 

much lower than what was found. The bunching effect (described in section 2.3) was likely greatly 

minimized. Gravity still pulls the ball straight down, but since the mattress is at an angle, there is 

less mass blocking the downwards slide/roll. Conversely, when the mattress is flat, that bunched 
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material has to be pushed out of the way by the ball, or the ball must be pulled over it. This might 

have led to the unexpected results. 

It is not obvious why the models did not work. Since the model functioned with higher 

stiffnesses, it is possible that the simulation thought the stiffness was so low that the material was 

soft enough to bow. However, it is unclear why the ball moved all the way through the mattress 

since it is solid. Viscoelastic materials exhibit properties from both solids and liquids, so it is 

possible that the program thought the mattress was fluid enough to allow objects to pass through 

it. Additionally, the mattress is technically two layers made of three materials, as shown in Figure 

7. Simplifying these two pieces into one may be an oversimplification. 

As described in sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, contact and viscoelasticity are very complex fields 

of engineering, which only get more complex when they are combined. This is still a relatively 

new field of research. Since OpenSim is primarily a biomechanical engineering software, it is 

possible that other programs would be better suited for the mattress model development. However, 

this may be overcome by representing the ball as many small spheres in OpenSim. This was done 

by Porsa et al. to represent the tissue on the bottom of the foot, shown in Figure 19. The mattress 

model could then be combined with a musculoskeletal model to simulate human rolling. 

 
Figure 19: Representation of the tissue on the bottom of the foot in OpenSim [17].  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Conclusions 

A plethora of information was gained in this thesis. When the model stiffness was increased 

by 100X, the ball did not fall through the mattress. This suggests that the model might be sensitive 

to stiffness. In order to determine how accurate and precise the parameters need to be, a sensitivity 

analysis should be done. It would reveal which parameters are the most important to focus time, 

effort, and resources on defining. Then, more data could be collected to improve the model 

parameters. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do a sensitivity analysis on a model that does not 

function. Modeling the bowling ball contact surface as many smaller spheres or modeling a smaller 

sphere may solve the issue in OpenSim, as demonstrated by Porsa et al. [17]. However, it may be 

worthwhile to choose a different mattress. Memory foam is viscoelastic, which increases the 

complexity of the model. A spring mattress, although bulkier and less comfortable, would be much 

easier to model. It is fabric covering springs, essentially, which would be a good fit for the EFM. 

Different programs may also be useful to try. OpenSim was focused on in this study due to 

its accessibility and abilities to model human musculoskeletal systems and import subject-specific 

movements. Other programs may have better modeling capabilities but are less accessible 

(expensive) or not as geared towards biomechanics. Some of these include, but are not limited to, 

COMSOL Multiphysics, ADAMS, MADYMO, SIMM, and ABAQUS. 

The stiffness calculated from the motion capture data was very similar to the stiffness 

calculated from the ASTM standard testing. This is helpful for biomechanical modeling involving 

contact, because most biomechanics laboratories have motion capture systems, but not material 

testing equipment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CLOSING STATEMENTS 

5.1 Ethical Issues 

As this experiment was done in-silico or on inanimate objects, there are no ethical issues. 

There are no reported conflicts of interest. 

5.2 Future Research 

 Firstly, a functioning model needs to be created by considering an alternative mattress, 

program, or other solutions. Then, sensitivity analysis should be done as described in section 2.3. 

Once it is known which variables the model is most sensitive to, data can be collected to improve 

those variables and the model accuracy. When a working model with accurate parameters is 

created and validated, the ball will be replaced with a model of the human body with muscles and 

bones. This will allow researchers to create a musculoskeletal simulation of human rolling on a 

mattress which could be validated with a crash dummy. This model could then be used to study 

human rolling tactics on a soft mattress.  
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APPENDIX A  

DEFINITION OF MINOR DETERMINANTS 

 

The equations for the determination of minor determinants are shown below. Equation 

(A.1) explains how to find the determinant of a four-by-four matrix and equation (A.2) 

supplements this by showing the determinant of the resulting three-by-three matrices. The values 

for each minor determinant used in equation (2.4) are described equations (A.3)-(A.7) which can 

be determined using equations (A.1) and (A.2). 
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APPENDIX B 
MATLAB CODE USED TO CALCULATE THE MATTRESS STIFFNESS FROM ASTM 

STANDARD TESTING 
 

% this code calculates the stiffness of the mattress based on the 

data from 
% an MTS machine at NIAR 
clear; 
clc; 
close all; 
data1 = xlsread('data.xlsx','D3574-B1-01','A3:C7962'); 
data2 = xlsread('data.xlsx','D3574-B1-02','A3:C7962'); 
% column 1: Time [s] 
% column 2: Displacement [in] 
% column 3: Load [lbf] 
% stiffness = force/displacement [N/m] 
%% 
disp1 = data1(:,2)./39.37; %conert [in] to [m] 
disp2 = data2(:,2)./39.37; 
force1 = data1(:,3)*4.448; %convert [lbf] to [N] 
force2 = data2(:,3)*4.448; 
%% 
order = 4; 
cutoff_freq = 0.03; 
sample_freq = 10; 
[b,a] = butter(order,cutoff_freq/(sample_freq/2)); 
force1_filt = filtfilt(b,a,force1); 
force2_filt = filtfilt(b,a,force2); 
figure 
subplot(1,2,1);plot(force1,'.') 
hold on 
plot(force1_filt,'.');legend('force 1','filtered force 

1');ylabel('Force [N]');xlabel('sample #') 
hold off 
subplot(1,2,2);plot(force2,'.') 
hold on 
plot(force2_filt,'.');legend('force 2','filtered force 

2');ylabel('Force [N]');xlabel('sample #') 
hold off 
%% 
stiff1a = force1_filt(5850:6150)./disp1(5850:6150); 
avg_stiff1a = mean(stiff1a); 
std_dev_1a = std(stiff1a); 
figure 
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subplot(2,2,1);plot(stiff1a);ylabel('stiffness [N/m]');title('1a 

- 1st trial, 1st flat part');xlim([0 301]) 
%plot(disp1(5826:6422),force1_filt(5826:6422));xlabel('disp');yl

abel('force'); 
stiff1b = force1_filt((end-200):end)./disp1((end-200):end); 
avg_stiff1b = mean(stiff1b); 
std_dev_1b = std(stiff1b); 
subplot(2,2,2);plot(stiff1b);ylabel('stiffness [N/m]');title('1b 

- 1st trial, 2nd flat part');xlim([0 201]) 
%plot(disp1(7355:end),force1_filt(7355:end));xlabel('disp');ylab

el('force'); 
stiff2a = force2_filt(5850:6100)./disp2(5850:6100); 
avg_stiff2a = mean(stiff2a); 
std_dev_2a = std(stiff2a); 
subplot(2,2,3);plot(stiff2a);ylabel('stiffness [N/m]');title('2a 

- 2nd trial, 1st flat part');xlim([0 251]) 
%plot(disp2(5832:6432),force2_filt(5832:6432));xlabel('disp');yl

abel('force'); 
stiff2b = force2_filt((end-200):end)./disp2((end-200):end); 
avg_stiff2b = mean(stiff2b); 
std_dev_2b = std(stiff2b); 
subplot(2,2,4);plot(stiff2b);ylabel('stiffness [N/m]');title('2b 

- 2nd trial, 2nd flat part');xlim([0 201]) 
%plot(disp2(7367:end),force2_filt(7367:end));xlabel('disp');ylab

el('force'); 
%% 
std_avg = (std_dev_1a + std_dev_1b + std_dev_2a + std_dev_2b)/4; 
stiff = [avg_stiff2a avg_stiff1a avg_stiff2b avg_stiff1b]; 
force = [mean(force2_filt(5850:6100)) 

mean(force1_filt(5850:6150)) mean(force2_filt((end-200):end)) 

mean(force1_filt((end-200):end))]; 
figure 
plot(force,stiff,'-*');xlabel('force [N]');ylabel('stiffness 

[N/m]') 
hold on 
F = 6.5*9.81; %magnitude of the weight of ball in N 
%assume stiffness is linear 
%% 
L = polyfit(force,stiff,1); 
yfit = L(1)*force + L(2); %linear fit of the data 
plot(force,yfit) 
stiff_new = L(1)*F + L(2); 
plot(F,stiff_new,'o') 
legend('data','linear fit','extrapolated point') 
hold off 
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APPENDIX C 

MATLAB CODE USED TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENT OF DYNAMIC FRICTION 
AND STIFFNESS USING NEWTON’S SECOND LAW 

 

clc 

close all 

clear 

tic 

%% read in file names 

for c = 2:30 

filename = sprintf('dynamic2_%d.xlsx',c); 

    if exist(filename,'file') 

        A = xlsread(filename); 

    else 

        fprintf('File %s does not exist.\n',filename); 

    end 

%% calculate midpoint of ball (mm) 

A = xlsread(filename); 

M1(:,:,c) = A(7:end,3:5); 

M2(:,:,c) = A(7:end,6:8); 

M3(:,:,c) = A(7:end,9:11); 

M4(:,:,c) = A(7:end,12:14); 

M5(:,:,c) = A(7:end,15:17); 

M6(:,:,c) = A(7:end,18:20); 

M7(:,:,c) = A(7:end,21:23); 

M8(:,:,c) = A(7:end,24:26); 

[midY(:,c),midZ(:,c),r(:,c)] = 

find_sphere_midpt(M1(:,:,c),M2(:,:,c),M3(:,:,c),M4(:,:,c),M5(:,:

,c),M6(:,:,c),M7(:,:,c),M8(:,:,c)); %calculates 2 derivatives and 

converts to m 

disp(:,c) = midZ(:,c) - midZ(1,c); %displacement 

%% find acceleration (m/s/s) 

fs = 120; 

l = length(M1(:,:,1)); 

t(:,1) = [0:1/fs:(l-1)/fs]; 

    %[velx(:,c),accelx(:,c)] = vel_accel(xmid(:,c),t); %function 

finds 2 derivates and converts them to m 

    [vely(:,c),accely(:,c)] = vel_accel(midY(:,c),t); 

    [velz(:,c),accelz(:,c)] = vel_accel(midZ(:,c),t); 

%% find the a value 

    [minimum(:,c),cutoff(:,c)] = min(accelz(:,c)); %finds the 

value and index of the minimum acceleration 

    ending(:,c) = cutoff(:,c) - 5; %creates a window to take an 

average (to calculate mew_d1) 

    start(:,c) = cutoff(:,c) - 15; 
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    a(1,c) = mean(accelz(start(:,c):ending(:,c),c)); 

%% complete calculations 

m_basket = 9.9; %mass of basket side 

m_ball = (6.5 + (2*6.6))/3; %mass of ball 

g = 9.81; 

%FOR mew_d1 

%FOR BASKET 

%sumFx gives 0 = 0 

%sumFy gives ma = T - Wbasket, so T = ma + Wbasket 

%note that a will be negative, so T is less than Wbasket 

% OR T = Wbasket - mbasket|a| 

  

%FOR BALL 

%sumFy gives that N = Wball 

%sumFx gives mball|a| = T - Ff (T and a are in the same direction, 

sign is accounted for) 

%We plug in the above equation for T and we have that 

% mball|a| = (Wbasket - mbasket|a|) - Ff 

% We know that Ff = uN where N = Wball, so Ff = u*Wball 

% This gives mball|a| = (Wbasket - mbasket|a|) - u*Wball 

% mball|a| = (mbasket*g - mbasket|a|) - u*mball*g 

% mball|a| - (mbasket*g - mbasket|a|) = -u*mball*g 

% mball|a| - mbasket*g + mbasket|a| = -u*mball*g 

% mball|a|/(-mball*g) - mbasket*g/(-mball*g) + mbasket|a|/(-

mball*g) = u 

% -|a|/g + mbasket/mball - (mbasket/mball)(|a|/g) = u 

% mbasket/mball - (|a|/g)*(mbasket/mball + 1) = u 

% If mbasket/mball = ratio_m and |a|/g = ratio_a, 

% u = ratio_m - ratio_a*(ratio_m + 1) 

% NOTE: If acceleration is zero, u_static = ratio_m ! 

  

%FOR mew_d2 

%FOR BASKET 

%sumFx gives 0 = 0 

%sumFy gives ma = T - Wbasket, so T = ma + Wbasket 

%note that a will be negative, so T is less than Wbasket 

% OR T = Wbasket - mbasket|a| = mbasket(g - |a|) 

  

%FOR BALL 

%sumFx gives mball|a| = T - Ff (T and a are in the same direction, 

sign is accounted for) 

%so Ff = T - mball|a| = u*N (where N = m_ball*g) 

%so u = Ff/(m_ball*g) = (T - m_ball|a|)/(m_ball*g) 

  

% k 

index_k(:,:) = xlsread('start_k.xlsx'); 

F = 6.5*-9.81; %N, weight of ball 
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R = 215.9/2; %mm (radius of bowling ball) 

H = 203.2; %mm (measured height of mattress) 

h(:,c) = H - (midY(:,c) - R); %calculates distance "below" the top 

of the mattress, mm 

     

    % u_d 

    ratio_m = m_basket/m_ball; %constant 

    index_d(:,:) = xlsread('start_stop_u_d.xlsx'); 

    for b = 1:length(M1(:,:,c)) 

        ma(b,c) = -m_ball*(accelz(b,c)); %pulled in negative 

direction, so I'm flipping the sign 

        T(b,c) = m_basket*(g + (accelz(b,c))); %g = 9.81 

        Ff(b,c) = T(b,c) - ma(b,c); 

        ratio_a(b,c) = -(accelz(b,c))/g; 

       

    % k 

    if h(b,c) < 0 %if the distance h is negative (ball above 

mattress) 

        h(b,c) = 0; %then h is just 0 (no displacement) 

    end 

    delta(b,c) =  -h(b,c)./1000; %makes compression negative, 

converts to m 

    end 

     

    % u_d 

    for e = index_d(c,1):index_d(c,2) 

        mew_d1(e,c) = ratio_m - ratio_a(e,c)*(ratio_m+1); 

        mew_d2(e,c) = Ff(e,c)./(m_ball*g); 

    end 

     

    % k 

    for f = index_k(c,1):length(M1(:,:,c)) 

        % when a = 0 and v = 0, W = kx (from ma = -W + bv + kx) 

            k(f,c) = abs((F./delta(f,c))); %N/m 

    end 

k_ave = mean(nonzeros(k)); 

sd_k = std(nonzeros(k)); 

end 

mew_d1_ave = mean(mean(nonzeros(mew_d1(:,2:30)))); 

mew_d2_ave = mean(mean(nonzeros(mew_d2(:,2:30)))); 

sd1 = mean(std(nonzeros(mew_d1(:,2:30)))); 

sd2 = mean(std(nonzeros(mew_d2(:,2:30)))); 

toc 

%% plot |Ff| versus |velocity| 

%should plot the Stribeck effect 

figure 

for d = 1:29 
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    subplot(5,6,d) 

    plot(abs(velz(:,(d+1))),abs(Ff(:,(d+1))),'.');ylim([95 100]) 

    ylabel('|Friction Force| (N)') 

    xlabel('|Velocity| (m/s)') 

    title(d+1) 

end 

%% plot |F| vs |Ff| 

figure 

for d = 1:29 

    subplot(5,6,d) 

    plot(T(:,(d+1)),abs(Ff(:,(d+1))),T(:,(d+1)),abs(Ff(:,(d+1)))

,'r.') 

    ylabel('|Friction Force| (N)') 

    xlabel('|Applied Force| (N)') 

    title(d+1) 

end 

%% plot displacement versus time 

figure 

for d = 1:29 

    subplot(5,6,d) 

    plot(t,disp(:,(d+1)),t,disp(:,(d+1)),'r.') 

    ylabel('displacement (mm)') 

    xlabel('time (s)') 

    title(d+1) 

    ylim([-1500 0]) 

end 

%% plot |Ff| versus |displacement| 

figure 

for d = 1:29 

    subplot(5,6,d) 

    plot(abs(disp(:,(d+1))),abs(Ff(:,(d+1))),abs(disp(:,(d+1))),

abs(Ff(:,(d+1))),'r.');ylim([95 100]) 

    ylabel('|Friction Force| (N)') 

    xlabel('|displacement| (mm)') 

    title(d+1) 

end 

%% plot mew_d 

figure 

for d = 1:29 

    subplot(5,6,d) 

    plot(mew_d1(:,(d+1))) 

    hold on 

    plot(mew_d2(:,(d+1))) 

    plot(mew_d1(:,(d+1)),'r.') 

    plot(mew_d2(:,(d+1)),'b.') 

    hold off 

    xlabel('time (s)') 
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    ylabel('mew_d') 

    title(d+1) 

end 

legend('mew_d1','mew_d2') 
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APPENDIX D 
 

MATLAB CODE USED TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENT OF RESTITUTION AND 
THE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOUS FRICTION 

 

clc 

close all 

tic 

%% Read in positions 

for c = 1:30 %added 0s to missing data points in 20 and 30 

    filename = sprintf('balldrop_%d.xlsx',c); 

    if exist(filename,'file') 

        A = xlsread(filename); 

    else 

        fprintf('File %s does not exist.\n',filename); 

    end 

M1(:,:,c) = A(7:end,3:5); 

M2(:,:,c) = A(7:end,6:8); 

M3(:,:,c) = A(7:end,9:11); 

M4(:,:,c) = A(7:end,12:14); 

M5(:,:,c) = A(7:end,15:17); 

M6(:,:,c) = A(7:end,18:20); 

M7(:,:,c) = A(7:end,21:23); 

M8(:,:,c) = A(7:end,24:26); 

T = (0:(1/300):(2-(1/300)))'; %gives time without rounding 

%% find midpoint (mm) 

[midY_o(:,c),r_o(:,c)] = ... 

    find_sphere_midpt_original(M1(:,1,c),M1(:,2,c),M1(:,3,c),... 

    M2(:,1,c),M2(:,2,c),M2(:,3,c),M3(:,1,c),M3(:,2,c),... 

    M3(:,3,c),M4(:,1,c),M4(:,2,c),M4(:,3,c),M5(:,1,c),... 

    M5(:,2,c),M5(:,3,c),M6(:,1,c),M6(:,2,c),M6(:,3,c),... 

    M7(:,1,c),M7(:,2,c),M7(:,3,c),M8(:,1,c),M8(:,2,c),M8(:,3,c))

; 

[midY(:,c),r(:,c)] = 

find_sphere_midpt(M1(:,:,c),M2(:,:,c),M3(:,:,c),M4(:,:,c),M5(:,:

,c),M6(:,:,c),M7(:,:,c),M8(:,:,c)); 

%% calculate coefficient of restitution 

% e = vel of separation / vel of approach 

        [VelMid(:,c),AccelMid(:,c)] = vel_accel(midY(:,c),T); 

        [e(:,c),I(:,c),E(:,c)] = find_e(VelMid(:,c)); 

e_avg = mean(e); 

sd_e = std(e); 

%% find surface area 

R = 215.9/2; %mm (radius of bowling ball) 

H = 203.2; %mm (measured height of mattress) 
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    for b = 1:length(midY(:,c)) 

        h(b,c) = H - (midY(b,c) - R); %calculates distance "below" 

the top of the mattress 

        if h(b,c) < 0 %if the distance h is negative (ball above 

mattress) 

            h(b,c) = 0; %then h is just 0 (no displacement) 

        else h(b,c) = h(b,c); 

        end 

        sa(b,c) = 2*pi*(R/1000)*(h(b,c)/1000); %m^2, surface area 

of spherical cap 

%% find stress 

% stress = F/A 

F = 6.5*-9.81; %N, weight of ball 

        if sa(b,c) == 0 %if there's no sa, the ball isn't touching 

the mattress 

            stress(b,c) = 0; 

        else stress(b,c) = F./sa(b,c); %N/m^2 

        end 

%% find strain 

% strain = delta/L 

        delta(b,c) =  -h(b,c)/1000; %calculates the final length 

minus the initial length (negative due to compression), m 

        strain(b,c) = 1000*delta(b,c)./H; %dL/L0, unitless 

delta(isnan(delta)) = 0; 

%% define k 

% % when a = 0 and v = 0, W = kx (from ma = -W + bV + kx) 

k_ave = 2224.46381023005; %from horizontal pull test code 

k_new = 2293.75416303299; %from NIAR data 

%sd_k = 101.338102321718; 

    end 

%% find b 

% when a =/= 0, ma = -W + bV + kx, so b = (1/V)(ma - kx + W) 

% -F = W, so b = (1/V)(ma - kx - F) 

[min_delta(:,c),I2(:,c)] = min(delta(:,c)); 

    for index = (I2(:,c)-10):(I2(:,c)-5) %goes from beginning of 

linear region of delta to when the  mattress is the most compressed 

minus an offset 

        if (delta(index,c) ~= 0) && (VelMid(index,c)<0) % this 

means the ball is touching the mattress and the ball is moving 

downwards 

            B(index,c) = 

(1/abs(VelMid(index,c)))*((6.5*AccelMid(index,c)) - F - 

k_ave*abs(delta(index,c))); 

B_new(index,c) = 

(1/abs(VelMid(index,c)))*((6.5*AccelMid(index,c)) - F - 

k_new*abs(delta(index,c))); 

        else 
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            B(index,c) = 0; % if the ball is not moving downward, 

don't calculate B 

            B_new(index,c) = 0; 

        end 

    end 

end 

B_ave = mean(nonzeros(B)); 

B_new_ave = mean(nonzeros(B_new)); 

sd_B = std(nonzeros(B)); 

sd_B_new = std(nonzeros(B_new)); 

toc 
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APPENDIX E 

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE THE MATTRESS ANGLE WHEN THE BALL ROLLS 

 

clc 
close all 
clear 
tic 
%% file names 
file(1,:) = 'validation01-ball.xlsx'; 
file(2,:) = 'validation02-ball.xlsx'; 
file(3,:) = 'validation03-ball.xlsx'; 
file(4,:) = 'validation04-ball.xlsx'; 
file(5,:) = 'validation05-ball.xlsx'; 
file(6,:) = 'validation06-ball.xlsx'; 
file(7,:) = 'validation07-ball.xlsx'; 
file(8,:) = 'validation08-ball.xlsx'; 
file(9,:) = 'validation09-ball.xlsx'; 
file(10,:) = 'validation10-ball.xlsx'; 
file(11,:) = 'validation11-ball.xlsx'; 
file(12,:) = 'validation12-ball.xlsx'; 
file(13,:) = 'validation13-ball.xlsx'; 
file(14,:) = 'validation14-ball.xlsx'; 
file(15,:) = 'validation15-ball.xlsx'; 
file(16,:) = 'validation16-ball.xlsx'; 
file(17,:) = 'validation17-ball.xlsx'; 
file(18,:) = 'validation18-ball.xlsx'; 
file(19,:) = 'validation19-ball.xlsx'; 
file(20,:) = 'validation20-ball.xlsx'; 
file(21,:) = 'validation21-ball.xlsx'; 
file(22,:) = 'validation22-ball.xlsx'; 
file(23,:) = 'validation23-ball.xlsx'; 
file(24,:) = 'validation24-ball.xlsx'; 
file(25,:) = 'validation25-ball.xlsx'; 
file(26,:) = 'validation26-ball.xlsx'; 
file(27,:) = 'validation27-ball.xlsx'; 
file(28,:) = 'validation28-ball.xlsx'; 
file(29,:) = 'validation29-ball.xlsx'; 
file(30,:) = 'validation30-ball.xlsx'; 
file1(1,:) = 'validation01-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(2,:) = 'validation02-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(3,:) = 'validation03-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(4,:) = 'validation04-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(5,:) = 'validation05-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(6,:) = 'validation06-mattress.xlsx'; 
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file1(7,:) = 'validation07-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(8,:) = 'validation08-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(9,:) = 'validation09-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(10,:) = 'validation10-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(11,:) = 'validation11-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(12,:) = 'validation12-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(13,:) = 'validation13-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(14,:) = 'validation14-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(15,:) = 'validation15-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(16,:) = 'validation16-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(17,:) = 'validation17-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(18,:) = 'validation18-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(19,:) = 'validation19-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(20,:) = 'validation20-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(21,:) = 'validation21-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(22,:) = 'validation22-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(23,:) = 'validation23-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(24,:) = 'validation24-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(25,:) = 'validation25-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(26,:) = 'validation26-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(27,:) = 'validation27-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(28,:) = 'validation28-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(29,:) = 'validation29-mattress.xlsx'; 
file1(30,:) = 'validation30-mattress.xlsx'; 
%% read positions (mm) 
for c = 1:length(file1) 
    B = xlsread(file1(c,:)); 
    x1(:,c) = B(7:end,6); 
    y1(:,c) = B(7:end,7); 
    z1(:,c) = B(7:end,8); 
    x2(:,c) = B(7:end,3); 
    y2(:,c) = B(7:end,4); 
    z2(:,c) = B(7:end,5); 
    x3(:,c) = B(7:end,12); 
    y3(:,c) = B(7:end,13); 
    z3(:,c) = B(7:end,14); 
    x4(:,c) = B(7:end,9); 
    y4(:,c) = B(7:end,10); 
    z4(:,c) = B(7:end,11); 
end 
%% calculate midpoint of ball (mm) 
for c = 1:length(file) 
A = xlsread(file(c,:)); 
M1X(:,c) = A(7:end,3)'; 
M1Y(:,c) = A(7:end,4)'; 
M1Z(:,c) = A(7:end,5)'; 
M2X(:,c) = A(7:end,6)'; 
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M2Y(:,c) = A(7:end,7)'; 
M2Z(:,c) = A(7:end,8)'; 
M3X(:,c) = A(7:end,9)'; 
M3Y(:,c) = A(7:end,10)'; 
M3Z(:,c) = A(7:end,11)'; 
M4X(:,c) = A(7:end,12)'; 
M4Y(:,c) = A(7:end,13)'; 
M4Z(:,c) = A(7:end,14)'; 
M5X(:,c) = A(7:end,15)'; 
M5Y(:,c) = A(7:end,16)'; 
M5Z(:,c) = A(7:end,17)'; 
M6X(:,c) = A(7:end,18)'; 
M6Y(:,c) = A(7:end,19)'; 
M6Z(:,c) = A(7:end,20)'; 
M7X(:,c) = A(7:end,21)'; 
M7Y(:,c) = A(7:end,22)'; 
M7Z(:,c) = A(7:end,23)'; 
M8X(:,c) = A(7:end,24)'; 
M8Y(:,c) = A(7:end,25)'; 
M8Z(:,c) = A(7:end,26)'; 
[xmid(:,c),ymid(:,c),zmid(:,c)] = ... 
    find_sphere_midpt(M1X(:,c),M1Y(:,c),M1Z(:,c),... 
    M2X(:,c),M2Y(:,c),M2Z(:,c),M3X(:,c),M3Y(:,c),... 
    M3Z(:,c),M4X(:,c),M4Y(:,c),M4Z(:,c),M5X(:,c),... 
    M5Y(:,c),M5Z(:,c),M6X(:,c),M6Y(:,c),M6Z(:,c),... 
    M7X(:,c),M7Y(:,c),M7Z(:,c),M8X(:,c),M8Y(:,c),M8Z(:,c)); 
end 
%% find distance between the midpoint of the ball and the 4 markers 
for c = 1:30 
md1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),xmid(:,c),ymid(:,c),zmid(:,c)); 
md2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),xmid(:,c),ymid(:,c),zmid(:,c)); 
md3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),xmid(:,c),ymid(:,c),zmid(:,c)); 
md4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),xmid(:,c),ymid(:,c),zmid(:,c)); 
d1_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M1X(:,c),M1Y(:,c),M1Z(:,c)); 
d2_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M2X(:,c),M2Y(:,c),M2Z(:,c)); 
d3_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M3X(:,c),M3Y(:,c),M3Z(:,c)); 
d4_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M4X(:,c),M4Y(:,c),M4Z(:,c)); 
d5_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M5X(:,c),M5Y(:,c),M5Z(:,c)); 
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d6_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M6X(:,c),M6Y(:,c),M6Z(:,c)); 
d7_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M7X(:,c),M7Y(:,c),M7Z(:,c)); 
d8_1(:,c) = 

find_d(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),M8X(:,c),M8Y(:,c),M8Z(:,c)); 
d1_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M1X(:,c),M1Y(:,c),M1Z(:,c)); 
d2_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M2X(:,c),M2Y(:,c),M2Z(:,c)); 
d3_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M3X(:,c),M3Y(:,c),M3Z(:,c)); 
d4_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M4X(:,c),M4Y(:,c),M4Z(:,c)); 
d5_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M5X(:,c),M5Y(:,c),M5Z(:,c)); 
d6_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M6X(:,c),M6Y(:,c),M6Z(:,c)); 
d7_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M7X(:,c),M7Y(:,c),M7Z(:,c)); 
d8_2(:,c) = 

find_d(x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),M8X(:,c),M8Y(:,c),M8Z(:,c)); 
d1_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M1X(:,c),M1Y(:,c),M1Z(:,c)); 
d2_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M2X(:,c),M2Y(:,c),M2Z(:,c)); 
d3_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M3X(:,c),M3Y(:,c),M3Z(:,c)); 
d4_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M4X(:,c),M4Y(:,c),M4Z(:,c)); 
d5_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M5X(:,c),M5Y(:,c),M5Z(:,c)); 
d6_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M6X(:,c),M6Y(:,c),M6Z(:,c)); 
d7_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M7X(:,c),M7Y(:,c),M7Z(:,c)); 
d8_3(:,c) = 

find_d(x3(:,c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),M8X(:,c),M8Y(:,c),M8Z(:,c)); 
d1_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M1X(:,c),M1Y(:,c),M1Z(:,c)); 
d2_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M2X(:,c),M2Y(:,c),M2Z(:,c)); 
d3_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M3X(:,c),M3Y(:,c),M3Z(:,c)); 
d4_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M4X(:,c),M4Y(:,c),M4Z(:,c)); 
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d5_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M5X(:,c),M5Y(:,c),M5Z(:,c)); 
d6_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M6X(:,c),M6Y(:,c),M6Z(:,c)); 
d7_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M7X(:,c),M7Y(:,c),M7Z(:,c)); 
d8_4(:,c) = 

find_d(x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c),M8X(:,c),M8Y(:,c),M8Z(:,c)); 
end 
%% find indexes for when all 4 of the distances change 
for c = 1:30 
for n=6:(length(md1(:,c))-6) 
    if ((-1 > mean(md1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md1(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(md1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(md2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(md2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(md3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(md3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(md4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(md4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(md4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_m(n,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d1_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d1_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d1_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d1_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d1_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d1_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d1_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d1_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d1_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_1(n,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d2_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d2_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d2_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d2_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d2_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d2_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d2_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d2_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d2_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_2(n,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d3_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d3_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d3_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d3_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d3_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d3_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d3_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d3_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d3_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
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        index_3(n,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d4_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d4_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d4_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d4_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d4_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d4_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d4_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d4_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d4_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_4(:,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d5_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d5_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d5_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d5_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d5_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d5_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d5_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d5_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d5_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_5(n,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d6_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d6_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d6_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d6_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d6_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d6_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d6_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d6_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d6_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_6(:,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d7_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d7_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d7_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d7_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d7_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d7_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d7_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d7_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d7_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_7(n,c) = n-6; 
    elseif ((-1 > mean(d8_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_1(n-5:n-1,c))) 

|| (mean(d8_1(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_1(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d8_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_2(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d8_2(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_2(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d8_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_3(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d8_3(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_3(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) && ((-1 > 

mean(d8_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_4(n-5:n-1,c))) || 

(mean(d8_4(n+1:n+6,c)) - mean(d8_4(n-5:n-1,c)) > 1)) 
        index_8(n,c) = n-6; 
    end 
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end 
end 
%% find indexes for when sphere is rotating 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_m(:,a)) == 0 
        index_m_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
        index_m_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_m(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_1(:,a)) == 0 
        index_1_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_1_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_1(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_2(:,a)) == 0 
        index_2_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_2_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_2(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_3(:,a)) == 0 
        index_3_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_3_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_3(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:1 
    if max(index_4(:,a)) == 0 
        index_4_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_4_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_4(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_5(:,a)) == 0 
        index_5_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
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    index_5_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_5(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:27 
    if max(index_6(:,a)) == 0 
        index_6_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_6_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_6(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a = 1; 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_7(:,a)) == 0 
        index_7_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_7_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_7(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
a=1; 
for a = 1:30 
    if max(index_8(:,a)) == 0 
        index_8_min(:,a) = 0; 
    else 
    index_8_min(:,a) = min(nonzeros(index_8(:,a))); 
    end 
end 
%% find angle 
for c = 1:30 
ang(:,c) = 

find_angle(x1(:,c),y1(:,c),z1(:,c),x2(:,c),y2(:,c),z2(:,c),x3(:,

c),y3(:,c),z3(:,c),x4(:,c),y4(:,c),z4(:,c)); 
end 
%% find angle at indexes 
for c = 1:30 
    if index_m_min(1,c) == 0 
        anglem(1,c) = 0; 
    else 
        anglem(1,c) = ang(index_m_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
    if index_1_min(1,c) == 0 
        angle1(1,c) = 0; 
    else 
        angle1(1,c) = ang(index_1_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
    if index_2_min(1,c) == 0 
        angle2(1,c) = 0; 
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    else 
    angle2(1,c) = ang(index_2_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
    if index_3_min(1,c) == 0 
        angle3(1,c) = 0; 
    else 
    angle3(1,c) = ang(index_3_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
    if index_5_min(1,c) == 0 
        angle5(1,c) = 0; 
    else 
    angle5(1,c) = ang(index_5_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
    if index_7_min(1,c) == 0 
        angle7(1,c) = 0; 
    else 
    angle7(1,c) = ang(index_7_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
    if index_8_min(1,c) == 0 
        angle8(1,c) = 0; 
    else 
    angle8(1,c) = ang(index_8_min(1,c),c); 
    end 
end 
for a = 1:1 
    if index_4_min(1,a) == 0 
        angle4(1,a) = 0; 
    else 
    angle4(1,a) = ang(index_4_min(1,a),a); 
    end 
end 
for a = 1:27 
    if index_6_min(1,a) == 0 
        angle6(1,a) = 0; 
    else 
    angle6(1,a) = ang(index_6_min(1,a),a); 
    end 
end 
%% find angular velocity 
t = 0:1/120:20; 
angl_vel = 

find_ball_angl_vel(xmid,ymid,zmid,M1X,M1Y,M1Z,M2X,M2Y,M2Z,M3X,M3

Y,M3Z,M4X,M4Y,M4Z,M5X,M5Y,M5Z,M6X,M6Y,M6Z,M7X,M7Y,M7Z,M8X,M8Y,M8

Z,t); 
%% find average angle and standard deviation 
ang1 = nonzeros(angle1); 
ang2 = nonzeros(angle2); 
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ang3 = nonzeros(angle3); 
ang4 = nonzeros(angle4); 
ang5 = nonzeros(angle5); 
ang6 = nonzeros(angle6); 
ang7 = nonzeros(angle7); 
ang8 = nonzeros(angle8); 
angl = [ang1; ang2; ang3; ang4; ang5; ang6; ang7; ang8]; 
angle_avg = mean(angl); 
sd = std(angl); 
toc 
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APPENDIX F 

MODEL USED IN OPENSIM 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<OpenSimDocument Version="30000"> 
    <Model name="ball on mattress"> 
        <credits> Lopes D.S., Machado M., for the tutorial "Contact 

Modeling in OpenSim: a User's Approach"; Rahul Agrawal for his unpublished model 

</credits> 
        <publications> Unassigned </publications> 
        <length_units> meters </length_units> 
        <force_units> N </force_units> 
        <gravity> 0.00000000      -9.81000000       0.00000000 </gravity> 
        <BodySet> 
            <objects> 
                <Body name="ground"> 
                    <mass>0</mass> 
                    <mass_center> 0 0 0</mass_center> 
                    <inertia_xx>1</inertia_xx> 
                    <inertia_yy>1</inertia_yy> 
                    <inertia_zz>1</inertia_zz> 
                    <inertia_xy>0</inertia_xy> 
                    <inertia_xz>0</inertia_xz> 
                    <inertia_yz>0</inertia_yz> 
                    <!--Joint that connects this body with the parent 

body.--> 
                    <Joint /> 
                    <VisibleObject> 
<!--Set of geometry files and associated attributes, allow .vtp, .stl, 

.obj--> 
                        <GeometrySet> 
                            <objects> 
                                <DisplayGeometry> 
                                <!--Name of geometry file .vtp, .stl, 

.obj--> 
                                    <geometry_file>..\Geometry\plane_di

splay.vtp</geometry_file> 
                        <!--Color used to display the geometry when 

visible--> 
                                    <color> 1 1 1</color> 
                                    <!--Name of texture file .jpg, .bmp-

-> 
                                    <texture_file /> 
<!--in body transform specified as 3 rotations (rad) followed by 3 

translations rX rY rZ tx ty tz--> 
                                    <transform> 

1.5707963267949       0.00000000     0.000       0.00000000       0.0000000   

    0.00000000</transform> 
         <!--Three scale factors for display purposes: scaleX scaleY 

scaleZ--> 
                                    <scale_factors> 1 1 

1</scale_factors> 
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                            <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 

4:Shaded--> 
                                    <display_preference>4</display_pref

erence> 
                                    <!--Display opacity between 0.0 and 

1.0--> 
                                    <opacity>1</opacity> 
                                </DisplayGeometry> 
                            </objects> 
                        <groups /> 
                        </GeometrySet> 
         <!--Three scale factors for display purposes: scaleX scaleY 

scaleZ--> 
                        <scale_factors> 1 1 1 </scale_factors> 
                        <!--Whether to show a coordinate frame--> 
                        <show_axes>false</show_axes> 
<!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded Can be overriden for 

individual geometries--> 
                        <display_preference>4</display_preference> 
                    </VisibleObject> 
                    <WrapObjectSet> 
                        <objects /> 
                        <groups /> 
                    </WrapObjectSet> 
                </Body> 
                <Body name="mattress"> 
                    <mass>12.34</mass> 
                    <mass_center> 0 0 0</mass_center> 
                    <inertia_xx>1.0516</inertia_xx> 
                    <inertia_yy>4.642</inertia_yy> 
                    <inertia_zz>1.8796</inertia_zz> 
                    <inertia_xy>0</inertia_xy> 
                    <inertia_xz>0</inertia_xz> 
                    <inertia_yz>0</inertia_yz> 
                    <!--Joint that connects this body with the parent 

body.--> 
                    <Joint> 
                        <PinJoint name="MattressToGround"> 
                            <parent_body> ground </parent_body> 
                            <location_in_parent> 

0.00000000       0.2200000       0.00000000 </location_in_parent> 
                            <orientation_in_parent> 

0.00000000       00000000       0 </orientation_in_parent> 
                            <location> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 </location> 
                            <orientation> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 </orientation> 
                     <!--Generalized coordinates parameterizing this 

joint.--> 
                            <CoordinateSet> 
                                <objects> 
                                    <Coordinate name="mattress_rot"> 
<!--Coordinate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled motion. 

Defaults to rotational.--> 
                                        <motion_type>rotational</motion

_type> 
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<!--The value of this coordinate before any value has been set. Rotational 

coordinate value is in radians and translational is in meters.--> 
                                        <default_value>0</default_value> 
<!--The speed value of this coordinate before any value has been set. 

Rotational coordinate value is in rad/s and translational is in m/s.--> 
                               <default_speed_value>0</default_speed_va

lue> 
<!--The minimum and maximum values that the coordinate can range between. 

Rotational is in radians and translational is in meters.--> 
                                        <range>0 1.57</range> 
<!--Flag indicating whether or not the values of the coordinates should 

be limited to the range above.--> 
                                        <clamped>false</clamped> 
<!--Flag indicating whether or not the values of the coordinates should 

be constrained to the current (e.g. default) value above.--> 
                                        <locked>false</locked> 
<!--If specified, the coordinate can be prescribed by a function of time. 

It can be any OpenSim function with valid second order derivatives.--> 
                                        <prescribed_function> 
                                            <SimmSpline> 
                                                <x> 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55</x> 
                                                <y> 0 0 0 0 0 -0.01 -0.02 

-0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.06 -0.07 -0.08 -0.09 -0.1 -0.11 -0.12 -0.13 -0.14 -0.15 -

0.16 -0.17 -0.18 -0.19 -0.2 -0.21 -0.22 -0.23 -0.24 -0.25 -0.26 -0.27 -0.28 -

0.29 -0.3 -0.31 -0.32 -0.33 -0.34 -0.35 -0.36 -0.37 -0.38 -0.39 -0.4 -0.41 -

0.42 -0.43 -0.44 -0.45 -0.46 -0.47 -0.48 -0.49 -0.5</y> 
                                            </SimmSpline> 
                                        </prescribed_function> 
<!--Flag indicating whether or not the values of the coordinates should 

be prescribed according to the function above. It is ignored if no prescribed 

function is specified.--> 
                                        <prescribed>true</prescribed> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                </objects> 
                                <groups/> 
                            </CoordinateSet> 
                            <reverse> false </reverse> 
<!--Set flag to true to use Euler angles to parameterize rotations.--> 
                            <use_euler_angles> true </use_euler_angles> 
                        </PinJoint> 
                    </Joint> 
                    <VisibleObject> 
<!--Set of geometry files and associated attributes, allow .vtp, .stl, 

.obj--> 
                        <GeometrySet> 
                            <objects> 
                                <DisplayGeometry> 
                                <!--Name of geometry file .vtp, .stl, 

.obj--> 
                                    <geometry_file>Mattress.obj</geomet

ry_file> 
                        <!--Color used to display the geometry when 

visible--> 
                                    <color> 1 1 1</color> 
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                                    <!--Name of texture file .jpg, .bmp-

-> 
                                    <texture_file /> 
<!--in body transform specified as 3 rotations (rad) followed by 3 

translations rX rY rZ tx ty tz--> 
                                    <transform> 

0       0.00000000     0.000       0.00000000       -

650       0.00000000</transform> 
<!--Three scale factors for display purposes: scaleX scaleY scaleZ--> 
                                    <scale_factors> 1 1 1</scale_factors> 
                            <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 

4:Shaded--> 
                                    <display_preference>4</display_pref

erence> 
                                    <!--Display opacity between 0.0 and 

1.0--> 
                                    <opacity>1</opacity> 
                                </DisplayGeometry> 
                            </objects> 
                            <groups /> 
                        </GeometrySet> 
<!--Three scale factors for display purposes: scaleX scaleY scaleZ--> 
                        <scale_factors> 0.00095 0.001 0.0005 

</scale_factors> 
                        <!--Whether to show a coordinate frame--> 
                        <show_axes>false</show_axes> 
<!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded Can be overriden for 

individual geometries--> 
                        <display_preference>4</display_preference> 
                    </VisibleObject> 
                    <WrapObjectSet> 
                        <objects /> 
                        <groups /> 
                    </WrapObjectSet> 
                </Body> 
                <Body name="ball"> 
                    <mass> 6.53 </mass> 
                    <mass_center> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 </mass_center> 
                    <inertia_xx> 0.0305 </inertia_xx> 
                    <inertia_yy> 0.0305 </inertia_yy> 
                    <inertia_zz> 0.0305 </inertia_zz> 
                    <inertia_xy> 0.00000000 </inertia_xy> 
                    <inertia_xz> 0.00000000 </inertia_xz> 
                    <inertia_yz> 0.00000000 </inertia_yz> 
                    <!--Joint that connects this body with the parent 

body.--> 
                    <Joint> 
                        <FreeJoint name="SphereToGround"> 
                            <parent_body> ground </parent_body> 
                            <location_in_parent>  0.00000000       0.32

800000       0.00000000 </location_in_parent> 
                            <orientation_in_parent> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0 </orientation_in_parent> 
                            <location> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 </location> 
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                            <orientation> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 </orientation> 
                     <!--Generalized coordinates parameterizing this 

joint.--> 
                            <CoordinateSet name="ball"> 
                                <objects> 
                                    <Coordinate name="SP_xRotation"> 
<!--Cooridnate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled 

values.mDefaults to rotational.--> 
                                        <motion_type> rotational 

</motion_type> 
                                        <default_value> 0.00000000 

</default_value> 
                                        <default_speed_value> 0.00000000 

</default_speed_value> 
                                        <initial_value> 0.00000000 

</initial_value> 
                                        <range> -6.3  6.3 </range> 
                                        <clamped> false </clamped> 
                                        <locked> false </locked> 
                                        <prescribed_function/> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                    <Coordinate name="SP_yRotation"> 
<!--Cooridnate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled values. 

Defaults to rotational.--> 
                                        <motion_type> rotational 

</motion_type> 
                                        <default_value> 0.00000000 

</default_value> 
                                        <default_speed_value> 0.00000000 

</default_speed_value> 
                                        <initial_value> 0.00000000 

</initial_value> 
                                        <range> -6.3  6.3 </range> 
                                        <clamped> false </clamped> 
                                        <locked> false </locked> 
                                        <prescribed_function/> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                    <Coordinate name="SP_zRotation"> 
<!--Cooridnate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled values. 

Defaults to rotational.--> 
                                        <motion_type> rotational 

</motion_type> 
                                        <default_value> 0.00000000 

</default_value> 
                                        <default_speed_value> 0.00000000 

</default_speed_value> 
                                        <initial_value> 0.00000000 

</initial_value> 
                                        <range> -6.3  6.3 </range> 
                                        <clamped> false </clamped> 
                                        <locked> false </locked> 
                                        <prescribed_function/> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                    <Coordinate name="SP_xTranslation"> 
<!--Cooridnate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled values. 

Defaults to rotational.--> 
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                                        <motion_type> translational 

</motion_type> 
                                        <default_value> 0.00000000 

</default_value> 
                                        <default_speed_value> 0.00000000 

</default_speed_value> 
                                        <initial_value> 0.00000000 

</initial_value> 
                                        <range> -3.0000000  3.0000000 

</range> 
                                        <clamped> false </clamped> 
                                        <locked> false </locked> 
                                        <prescribed_function/> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                    <Coordinate name="SP_yTranslation"> 
<!--Cooridnate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled values. 

Defaults to rotational.--> 
                                        <motion_type> translational 

</motion_type> 
                                        <default_value> 0.00000000 

</default_value> 
                                        <default_speed_value> 0.00000000 

</default_speed_value> 
                                        <initial_value> 0.00000000 

</initial_value> 
                                        <range> -3.0000000  3.0000000 

</range> 
                                        <clamped> false </clamped> 
                                        <locked> false </locked> 
                                        <prescribed_function/> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                    <Coordinate name="SP_zTranslation"> 
<!--Cooridnate can describe rotational, translational, or coupled values. 

Defaults to rotational.--> 
                                        <motion_type> translational 

</motion_type> 
                                        <default_value> 0.00000000 

</default_value> 
                                        <default_speed_value> 0.00000000 

</default_speed_value> 
                                        <initial_value> 0.00000000 

</initial_value> 
                                        <range> -3.0000000  3.0000000 

</range> 
                                        <clamped> false </clamped> 
                                        <locked> false </locked> 
                                        <prescribed_function/> 
                                    </Coordinate> 
                                </objects> 
                                <groups/> 
                            </CoordinateSet> 
                            <reverse> false </reverse> 
        <!--Set flag to true to use Euler angles to parameterize 

rotations.--> 
                            <use_euler_angles> true </use_euler_angles> 
                        </FreeJoint> 
                    </Joint> 
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                    <VisibleObject name=""> 
<!--Set of geometry files and associated attributes, allow .vtp, .stl, 

.obj--> 
                        <GeometrySet name=""> 
                            <objects> 
                                <DisplayGeometry name=""> 
                                <!--Name of geometry file .vtp, .stl, 

.obj--> 
                                    <geometry_file> 

..\Geometry\sphere_display.vtp </geometry_file> 
                       <!--Color used to display the geometry when 

visible--> 
                                    <color> 

1.00000000       1.00000000       1.00000000 </color> 
                                    <!--Name of texture file .jpg, .bmp-

-> 
                                    <texture_file>  </texture_file> 
<!--in body transform specified as 3 rotations (rad) followed by 3 

translations rX rY rZ tx ty tz--> 
                                    <transform> 

0.00000000       0.0000000      0.00000000       0.00000000       0.000000   

    0.0000000 </transform> 
<!--Three scale factors for display purposes: scaleX scaleY scaleZ--> 
                                    <scale_factors> 

2.00000000       2.00000000       2.00000000 </scale_factors> 
                            <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 

4:Shaded--> 
                                    <display_preference> 4 

</display_preference> 
                                    <!--Display opacity between 0.0 and 

1.0--> 
                                    <opacity> 1.00000000 </opacity> 
                                </DisplayGeometry> 
                            </objects> 
                            <groups/> 
                        </GeometrySet> 
<!--Three scale factors for display purposes: scaleX scaleY scaleZ--> 
                        <scale_factors> 

1.0000000       1.0000000       1.0000000 </scale_factors> 
<!--transform relative to owner specified as 3 rotations (rad) followed 

by 3 translations rX rY rZ tx ty tz--> 
                        <transform> 

0.00000000       0.00000000      0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 

      0.00000000 </transform> 
                        <!--Whether to show a coordinate frame--> 
                        <show_axes> false </show_axes> 
<!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded Can be overriden for 

individual geometries--> 
                        <display_preference> 4 </display_preference> 
                    </VisibleObject>                     
                    <WrapObjectSet name=""> 
                        <objects/> 
                        <groups/> 
                    </WrapObjectSet> 
                </Body> 
                </objects> 
            <groups/> 
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        </BodySet> 
        <ConstraintSet> 
            <objects /> 
            <groups /> 
        </ConstraintSet> 
        <!--Forces in the model.--> 
        <MarkerSet name=""> 
            <objects/> 
            <groups/> 
        </MarkerSet> 
        <ContactGeometrySet name=""> 
            <objects> 
            <ContactMesh name="ball_geo"> 
                <body_name> ball </body_name> 
                <location> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000  </location> 
                <orientation> 

0.00000000       0.00000000       0.00000000 </orientation> 
                <filename> ball.obj </filename> 
            </ContactMesh> 
            <ContactHalfSpace name="platform1"> 
                <!--Body name to connect the contact geometry to--> 
                <body_name>ground</body_name> 
                <!--Location of geometry center in the body frame--> 
                <location>0.5 0 -0.25</location> 
                <!--Orientation of geometry in the body frame--> 
                <orientation>0 0 -1.57079633</orientation> 
                <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded--> 
                <display_preference>4</display_preference> 
            </ContactHalfSpace> 
            <ContactHalfSpace name="platform2"> 
                <!--Body name to connect the contact geometry to--> 
                <body_name>ground</body_name> 
                <!--Location of geometry center in the body frame--> 
                <location>-0.5 0 -0.25</location> 
                <!--Orientation of geometry in the body frame--> 
                <orientation>0 0 -1.57079633</orientation> 
                <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded--> 
                <display_preference>4</display_preference> 
            </ContactHalfSpace> 
            <ContactHalfSpace name="platform3"> 
                <!--Body name to connect the contact geometry to--> 
                <body_name>ground</body_name> 
                <!--Location of geometry center in the body frame--> 
                <location>-0.5 0 0.25</location> 
                <!--Orientation of geometry in the body frame--> 
                <orientation>0 0 -1.57079633</orientation> 
                <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded--> 
                <display_preference>4</display_preference> 
            </ContactHalfSpace> 
            <ContactHalfSpace name="platform4"> 
                <!--Body name to connect the contact geometry to--> 
                <body_name>ground</body_name> 
                <!--Location of geometry center in the body frame--> 
                <location>0.5 0 0.25</location> 
                <!--Orientation of geometry in the body frame--> 
                <orientation>0 0 -1.57079633</orientation> 
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                <!--Display Pref. 0:Hide 1:Wire 3:Flat 4:Shaded--> 
                <display_preference>4</display_preference> 
            </ContactHalfSpace> 
            <ContactMesh name="mattress_geo"> 
                <body_name> mattress </body_name> 
                <location> 0.00000000       -

0.1       0.00000000  </location> 
                <orientation> -1.57079633       0       0 </orientation> 
                <filename> new_mattress_geo.obj </filename> 
            </ContactMesh> 
            </objects> 
            <groups/> 
        </ContactGeometrySet> 
        <ForceSet> 
            <objects> 
            <ElasticFoundationForce name="ball_mattress"> 
                <isDisabled> false </isDisabled> 
                    <ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParametersSet 

name=""> 
                        <objects> 
                        <ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParameters 

name=""> 
                            <geometry>  ball_geo mattress_geo 

</geometry> 
                            <stiffness> 2293.800 </stiffness> 
                            <dissipation> 0.4021 </dissipation> 
                            <static_friction> 1.07 </static_friction> 
                            <dynamic_friction> 1.5076 

</dynamic_friction> 
                            <viscous_friction> 157.087 

</viscous_friction> 
                        </ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParameters> 
                        </objects> 
                        <groups/> 
                    </ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParametersSet> 
                <transition_velocity> 0.0000000 </transition_velocity> 
            </ElasticFoundationForce> 
            <ElasticFoundationForce name="ground_mattress"> 
                <isDisabled> false </isDisabled> 
                    <ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParametersSet 

name=""> 
                        <objects> 
                        <ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParameters 

name=""> 
                            <geometry> platform1 platform2 platform3 

platform4 mattress_geo </geometry> 
                            <stiffness> 1000000000.00000000 </stiffness> 
                            <dissipation> 0.000000 </dissipation> 
                            <static_friction> 0.00000000 

</static_friction> 
                            <dynamic_friction> 0.000000 

</dynamic_friction> 
                            <viscous_friction> 0.00000000 

</viscous_friction> 
                        </ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParameters> 
                        </objects> 
                        <groups/> 
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                    </ElasticFoundationForce::ContactParametersSet> 
                <transition_velocity> 0.0000000 </transition_velocity> 
            </ElasticFoundationForce> 
            </objects> 
            <groups/> 
        </ForceSet> 
    </Model> 
</OpenSimDocument> 
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APPENDIX G 

CUSTOM MATLAB FUNCTIONS 

CUSTOM FUNCTION 1: find_sphere_midpt..m 

 

function [y0,r] =find_sphere_midpt(M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,M8) 
% calculates midpoint of a 3D sphere given 8 points on the surface 
% it will calculate once with the 1st 4 pts then once with the 2nd 

4 pts 
% gives the midpoint as the average of those 2 midpoint 

calculations 
% Overall equation: 
% 0 = [(x^2+y^2+z^2) x y z 1; 
%     (x1^2+y1^2+z1^2) x1 y1 z1 1; 
%     (x2^2+y2^2+z2^2) x2 y2 z2 1; 
%     (x3^2+y3^2+z3^2) x3 y3 z3 1; 
%     (x4^2+y4^2+z4^2) x4 y4 z4 1] 
% which eventually gives: 
% x0 = M12/(2M11) 
% y0 = -M13/(2M11) 
% z0 = M14/(2M11) 
% r = sqrt(x0^2 + y0^2 +z0^2 - (M15/M11)) 
% where (x0,y0,z0) is the location of the midpoint 
%% 
for n = 1:length(M1(:,1)) 
M11_1(n) = det([M1(n,1) M1(n,2) M1(n,3) 1; M2(n,1) M2(n,2) M2(n,3) 

1; M3(n,1) M3(n,2) M3(n,3) 1; M4(n,1) M4(n,2) M4(n,3) 1]); 
M11_2(n) = det([M5(n,1) M5(n,2) M5(n,3) 1; M6(n,1) M6(n,2) M6(n,3) 

1; M7(n,1) M7(n,2) M7(n,3) 1; M8(n,1) M8(n,2) M8(n,3) 1]); 
M12_1(n) = det([(M1(n,1).^2+M1(n,2).^2+M1(n,3).^2) M1(n,2) 

M1(n,3) 1; (M2(n,1).^2+M2(n,2).^2+M2(n,3).^2) M2(n,2) M2(n,3) 1; 

(M3(n,1).^2+M3(n,2).^2+M3(n,3).^2) M3(n,2) M3(n,3) 1; 

(M4(n,1).^2+M4(n,2).^2+M4(n,3).^2) M4(n,2) M4(n,3) 1]); 
M12_2(n) = det([(M5(n,1).^2+M5(n,2).^2+M5(n,3).^2) M5(n,2) 

M5(n,3) 1; (M6(n,1).^2+M6(n,2).^2+M6(n,3).^2) M6(n,2) M6(n,3) 1; 

(M7(n,1).^2+M7(n,2).^2+M7(n,3).^2) M7(n,2) M7(n,3) 1; 

(M8(n,1).^2+M8(n,2).^2+M8(n,3).^2) M8(n,2) M8(n,3) 1]); 
M13_1(n) = det([(M1(n,1).^2+M1(n,2).^2+M1(n,3).^2) M1(n,1) 

M1(n,3) 1; (M2(n,1).^2+M2(n,2).^2+M2(n,3).^2) M2(n,1) M2(n,3) 1; 

(M3(n,1).^2+M3(n,2).^2+M3(n,3).^2) M3(n,1) M3(n,3) 1; 

(M4(n,1).^2+M4(n,2).^2+M4(n,3).^2) M4(n,1) M4(n,3) 1]); 
M13_2(n) = det([(M5(n,1).^2+M5(n,2).^2+M5(n,3).^2) M5(n,1) 

M5(n,3) 1; (M6(n,1).^2+M6(n,2).^2+M6(n,3).^2) M6(n,1) M6(n,3) 1; 
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(M7(n,1).^2+M7(n,2).^2+M7(n,3).^2) M7(n,1) M7(n,3) 1; 

(M8(n,1).^2+M8(n,2).^2+M8(n,3).^2) M8(n,1) M8(n,3) 1]); 
M14_1(n) = det([(M1(n,1).^2+M1(n,2).^2+M1(n,3).^2) M1(n,1) 

M1(n,2) 1; (M2(n,1).^2+M2(n,2).^2+M2(n,3).^2) M2(n,1) M2(n,2) 1; 

(M3(n,1).^2+M3(n,2).^2+M3(n,3).^2) M3(n,1) M3(n,2) 1; 

(M4(n,1).^2+M4(n,2).^2+M4(n,3).^2) M4(n,1) M4(n,2) 1]); 
M14_2(n) = det([(M5(n,1).^2+M5(n,2).^2+M5(n,3).^2) M5(n,1) 

M5(n,2) 1; (M6(n,1).^2+M6(n,2).^2+M6(n,3).^2) M6(n,1) M6(n,2) 1; 

(M7(n,1).^2+M7(n,2).^2+M7(n,3).^2) M7(n,1) M7(n,2) 1; 

(M8(n,1).^2+M8(n,2).^2+M8(n,3).^2) M8(n,1) M8(n,2) 1]); 
M15_1(n) = det([(M1(n,1).^2+M1(n,2).^2+M1(n,3).^2) M1(n,1) 

M1(n,2) M1(n,3); (M2(n,1).^2+M2(n,2).^2+M2(n,3).^2) M2(n,1) 

M2(n,2) M2(n,3); (M3(n,1).^2+M3(n,2).^2+M3(n,3).^2) M3(n,1) 

M3(n,2) M3(n,3); (M4(n,1).^2+M4(n,2).^2+M4(n,3).^2) M4(n,1) 

M4(n,2) M4(n,3)]); 
M15_2(n) = det([(M5(n,1).^2+M5(n,2).^2+M5(n,3).^2) M5(n,1) 

M5(n,2) M5(n,2); (M6(n,1).^2+M6(n,2).^2+M6(n,3).^2) M6(n,1) 

M6(n,2) M6(n,3); (M7(n,1).^2+M7(n,2).^2+M7(n,3).^2) M7(n,1) 

M7(n,2) M7(n,3); (M8(n,1).^2+M8(n,2).^2+M8(n,3).^2) M8(n,1) 

M8(n,2) M8(n,3)]); 
%% 
x0_1(n) = M12_1(n)./(2*M11_1(n)); 
x0_2(n) = M12_2(n)./(2*M11_2(n)); 
x0(n) = (x0_1(n) + x0_2(n))./2; 
y0_1(n) = (-1*M13_1(n))./(2*M11_1(n)); 
y0_2(n) = (-1*M13_2(n))./(2*M11_2(n)); 
y0(n) = (y0_1(n) + y0_2(n))./2; 
z0_1(n) = M14_1(n)./(2*M11_1(n)); 
z0_2(n) = M14_2(n)./(2*M11_2(n)); 
z0(n) = (z0_1(n) + z0_2(n))./2; 
r1(n) = sqrt(x0_1(n).^2 + y0_1(n).^2 + z0_1(n).^2 - 

(M15_1(n)./M11_1(n))); 
r2(n) = sqrt(x0_2(n).^2 + y0_2(n).^2 + z0_2(n).^2 - 

(M15_2(n)./M11_2(n))); 
r(n) = (r1(n) + r2(n))./2; 
end 
midpt = [x0; y0; z0]'; 
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APPENDIX G (continued) 

CUSTOM FUNCTION 2: find_e.m 

 

% find coefficient of restitution 
function [e,I,E] = find_e (velocity) 
[vel_approach,I] = min(velocity); 
for n = I:(length(velocity)) 
    [vel_separation,E] = max(velocity); 
end 
e = (-1)*(vel_separation/vel_approach); 
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APPENDIX G (continued) 

CUSTOM FUNCTION 3: vel_accel.m 

 

function [vel, accel] = vel_accel (pos, t) 
% this function will calculate velocity and acceleration from 

position data 
% pos it the position data 
% t is the time data 
leng = length(nonzeros(pos)); 
fc = 10; 
fs = 300; 
[B, A] = butter(4, fc/(fs/2)); % generates coefficients for 4th 

order Butterworth filter with 5Hz cutoff frequency 
pos = filtfilt(B, A, pos); 
pos = pos./1000; %convert mm to m 
dt(1) = t(2)-t(1); 
dt(2:(leng-1)) = t(3:(leng))-t(1:(leng-2)); 
dt(leng) = t(leng)-t(leng-1); 
ds(1) = pos(2)-pos(1); 
ds(2:(leng-1)) = pos(3:(leng))-pos(1:(leng-2)); 
ds(leng) = pos(leng)-pos(leng-1); 
vel(1:leng) = ds./dt; 
dv(1) = vel(2)-vel(1); 
dv(2:(leng-1)) = vel(3:(leng))-vel(1:(leng-2)); 
dv(leng) = vel(leng)-vel(leng-1); 
accel(1:leng) = dv./dt; 
end 
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APPENDIX G (continued) 

CUSTOM FUNCTION 4: find_mew_d.m 

 

function [mew_d] = find_mew_d(m_basket, m_ball, a, g) 
ratio_m = m_basket/m_ball; 
ratio_a = a/g; 
mew_d = (ratio_m *(1-ratio_a)) - ratio_a; 
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APPENDIX G (continued) 

CUSTOM FUNCTION 5: find_angle.m 

 

function [angle] = 

find_angle(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3,x4,y4,z4) 
L = length(x1); 
for r = 1:L 
dot_prod_1(1:L,1) = ((x1(1:L,1)-x3(1:L,1)).^2) + ((z1(1:L,1)-

z3(1:L,1)).^2); 
dot_prod_2(1:L,1) = (x2(1:L,1)-x4(1:L,1)).^2 + (z2(1:L,1)-

z4(1:L,1)).^2; 
 mag_v1(1:L,1) = sqrt((x1(1:L,1)-x3(1:L,1)).^2 + (y1(1:L,1)-

y3(1:L,1)).^2 + (z1(1:L,1)-z3(1:L,1)).^2); 
 mag_v2(1:L,1) = sqrt((x1(1:L,1)-x3(1:L,1)).^2 + (z1(1:L,1)-

z3(1:L,1)).^2); 
 mag_v3(1:L,1) = sqrt((x2(1:L,1)-x4(1:L,1)).^2 + (y2(1:L,1)-

y4(1:L,1)).^2 + (z2(1:L,1)-z4(1:L,1)).^2); 
 mag_v4(1:L,1) = sqrt((x2(1:L,1)-x4(1:L,1)).^2 + (z2(1:L,1)-

z4(1:L,1)).^2); 
cos_1(1:L,1) = dot_prod_1(1:L,1)./(mag_v1(1:L,1).*mag_v2(1:L,1)); 
cos_2(1:L,1) = dot_prod_2(1:L,1)./(mag_v3(1:L,1).*mag_v4(1:L,1)); 
ang1(1:L,1) = acos(cos_1(1:L,1)); 
ang2(1:L,1) = acos(cos_2(1:L,1)); 
angle(1:L,1) = (ang1(1:L,1) + ang2(1:L,1))./2; 
end 

 


